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, In Our 99th Year
MISS MURRAY PAYE sEmtFiNAusys —s-Among the 14 semifinalists tontiseting hi We-ninth annual S Munay__,-
  State University Scholarship Pageant on SatUrdity*Yefilnfg,-Aprit15; artrifiese„ Coeds. They are: (left to LII0/11)"
Elaine Hopkins, Louisville freshman; Carolyn Mae-Wathen, Henderson sophomore; and Lisa'llaker, Frankfort fre4h-
man; and (back) Sally Ernison, Louisville freshman; Stephanie Bedell, Louisville sophomore; Betsy Dunman, louisvale
junior Kathy Luber, Aviston, Ill., soPhomore; Debbie Thompson, Cadiz junior; Lynn Riddle, Paducah freshman; Pam
Graham, Belleville, Ill., sophomore; Sheila Ellington, Paducah junior Laura Case, Louisville junior and Julie Young
Henderson sophomore: Melinda Enix, Benton sophomore, is not shown.
Miss Kentucky, Karen Gordon, To Preside .
Fourteen coed semifinafists will be
competing fer-the title when the curtain
goes up on the ninth annual Miss
Murray State University Scholarship
Pageant on Saturday evening, April 15.
The winner in the pageant to begin at
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium will
wear-the Miss Murray State University -
crown in the.Mile Kentucky Pageant in
Louisville in June. Semifinalists are:
Lisa Baker, Frankfort freshman;
Stephanie. Bedell, sophomore, Laura
Case1-4unlof , -Betsy Durunan, junior,
Sally Ernison. freshman, and Elaine
Hopkins, freshman, all of Louisville;
Sheila Ellington, junior, and Lynn
Riddle, freshman, both of Paducah;
Melinda .EuLx, Benton sophomore;
Debbie Thompson, Cadiz junior.; and
_Carolyn Mae Wathen and Julie Young,
both Henderson Sophomores.
, .
They were selected from among- 46
hopefuls in preliminary judging. The
winner will compete in the state,
pageant from where Miss Kentucky
will then advance to the Miss America
Pageant in Atlantic City, N.Y., next,
fall.'
Last year's Miss Murray State
University, Karen Gordon of Benton,
was selected as Miss Kentucky. She will
serve as mistress of ceremonies.
Working with her will be Richard
Valentine, director of the Murray
Community Theatre, as master of
ceremonies.
Barbara Kemper, Murray junior and
the reigning Mins Murray State, will
relinquish her crown when the panel of
three judges has named a winner.
Special entertainers will be Toni
Sparks, Greenville senior, fourth
rifterup as Miss Green River Valley in
the 1976 Miss Kentucky Pageant, and
Bob Grisham, Robards senior and
director of "Campus,. Lights '78."
The Ple-Mu Alpha Men of Note,
directed by John Goode, will provide
music for the show.
scholarship; second runnerun a $75
scholarship, and third and fourth
runnersup $50 scholarships each. •
Judges- will be Bill Hamilton of the
board of directors of the Miss Kentucky
Sponsored by the Student Activities Pageant in Louisville, John R. Bohn,
Board of the Student Gavernment treasurer of the Miss Kentucky
Association, the pageant this year -Paleant,  itn4 Allison _Nelson,. imeeert
follow a "The Golden Age of Miss pianist and artist-in-residence .at theAmerica" theme_ Jean Campbell, University -of Tennessee at Martin.Owensboro senior, --is the pageant A reception will follow the pageant indirector. the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the PriceCentestaiita .will compete in evening Doyle Fine Arts Center.
gowns, swimsuit, and talent presen- Tickets for the pageant will -be $2.50tatiens for the title and for scholar- for adults and $1.50 for students withships. Miss Murray. State will-- be • . identification cards. They will go on-awarded a $250 scholarship, while the sale in the Student Center on thefirst runnecrup7.-erill- receive a $100 camp= on Friday, Aprt13. •
inTaignment 1kTicheduled this af-
ternoon before Calloway County
District Judge. Sid Easley for a 26-year-
old Marshall County man charged with
rape and kidnapping.
Kentucky Stiite Police detectives,
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
and Calloway County Sheriff's
Department arrested the man, Dennis
W. Brown, Route 1, Benton, early today
' at his Marshall County home.
Authorities ̀ charged Brown in con-
nection with the -abduction of a Lynn--
ville ( Graves County) woman and her
one-year-old child from a rest stop just
inside Land Between The Lakes, U. S.
E. abort 1:30 a.m. today, according
81 a spokesman for Calloway County
Sheriffs Department.
Brown is currently in Calloway
, Coenty jail in lieu of a $50,000 bond.
According to the sheriffs department
spokesman, the Lynnville warnan told
authorities she sto-Pped to uSe the LBL
restrooms just across Eggner's Perm
Bridge early this morning when a man
with a knife approached them.
The woman told authorities the man
ordered her and her child into his car
and kept them until about 5 a.m. today
The woman said the man took the pair
at various locations, first _Aurora in
Marshall County, thI into Calloway
,County.
Authorities arrested Brown earl,
today, although the investigation is
continuing. The Route 1, Benton man is
In Calloway County Jail pending
arraignnitint today.
•-Brown is expetted to hear the
charges against hinband his rights this
afternoon. The judge will again set
bond and appoint an attorney for him it
he doesn't have one, according to
Calloway Attorney Max- Parker.
Browa's case may go to Calloway
County Grand jury when it. formally
convenes May 4. .
BOAT-CAR WRECK — It isn't oftu that you see a boat-car wreck but Murray Polkelifeititied- one t6ar1‘
TUesday afternoon on Matn In downtown Murray. Police said the accident occured when a boat being towed hs
Thomas A. WOOd, 3VoutTl1fifh, Murray came loose and collided with a car owned by TRay Murray, Walker Trailer
CL, Murray, %AK+ Was traveling doem Main, and a car bt4onging to Anita F. Duncan, Route 1, Murray, parked on
Maist,140 aint.wal'hurt hid* amide* and the car.., and boat sustained Minor damage.
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
.Tourism is a healthy, intergral part
of the business in Western Kentucky.
Tourists spent. over $70-million
eigth counties surrounding the Ken-
- • tucky Lake-Lake Barkley area in 1977. -
Over $50-million of that figure came out
,01 the pockets. of out-of-slate tourists.
• And,.according to a study of Lewis
and Leona Copeland of the University
.T.gtherlage_for Kentucky's:- Western
Waterlands. travel spending in the area
has increased 239 percent since 1963.
Kentucky's Western Waterlands, a
tourist promotion organization serving
eight area counties, met for an 'annual -
session Monday- -night-- at the -West- -
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center in Murray and "made the
Copeland report public at that meeting.
According to a digest of that report,
tout-ism in Kentucky is a-- healthy--
business. "Last year all-tourists spent
$13p-million in • .Kentucky.
• Businessmen in the western (Ken-
tucky) area received an . important
share of the state total," the .report
points out.
While recognizing that persons on the .
- road "requiredltitelgt facUities, SiI-
'as lodging, eating and recreation ac-
commodations, plus gasoline and other'
automobile services," the study points ;-
out that eneln five nonfarm businesses-
.
. in the region serve the traveling public.
"The tourist trade in (the region) is
centered in 1,379 retail sales and ser-
vice enterprises in the eight counties of
Tourist dollars spent in the area have
a- mushrooming effect. "Firms in the
tourist business paid out $57 million in
personal income during 1977. About 34,s.
cents out of each dolly of sales to local
and traveling customers are passed on.
as income to businessmen and their
employees in the area" the study says.
The over 450-million that out-of-state
travelers Spend in the afea provides
jobs for about 2,000-workers in the eight
counties, the study claims.
Tourist- buSinesses in the region
reported combined sales of $165 milling..
p 1977, the report says. -Total receipts
of the tourist industry comprise .one
fifth of the $8421nillion retail business,
including 'retail_ trade And .cousswer
services," the study indicates.
Tourist spending provides an extra--
stimulus beyond personal income,
"Operator/3 of area tourist ac-
Volume 99 itie.-80
conunodations purchased $77 million
worth of goods from other industries in
1977," the study points out. •
the study indicates toirlst money
. also sweetens state and local coffer...
"Altogether, $22-.2 million were
collected from the tourist businew for
state and local taxes in 1977.. Sate taxes -
amounted to $19.9 million.' Local taxes
and property taxes amounted to $2.29
million." •
The Copelands based their study of
tourist spending in the eight county
. region on the "U. S. Censuses of
'National Travel, Trasportation and
Business," national travel expenditure
studies, business operating expenses
• -reported to the Internal Revenue
- tiieyS'nr tillirlst 'travel arid"
spending, research on the travel
market and outdoor recreation, high-
way and transportation surveys and
studies of family spending for travel.  
„Total TourisfSperiding In Arim1/41977-
- Total Spending By Out Tourists,447K
Personal Income To People In Ares... ............ . .







-Contribution Of Tourists To State, Local Ramathe area.; the study indicates. -State Taxes Collected From Toveists Businesses with a 'direct interest in
Local Taxes Collected from Tourists •tourist trading employ over 7,500
people, providing on in five-of the 30,990
jobs in the area's trade and commerce,
the study ,,points out.
$6,100,000
$1,520,000
Federal Taxes Collected From Tomtits $2,060,000
VACATION SHOWS - Tourist promotion Members with Kentucky's Western Waterlands place considerable
weight to vacation shows in attracting tourists to the area. KWW members had a "mini-vacation show" prior to the
annual KWW-rneeting Monday night. Tourists flocked to the area, spending some $70-million in 1977, according to
a KWW study made public during the meeting Monday. Pictured above are Frederick "Bud" Heerde of Benton, left,
and Bill Van Deraa of Calloway County.
, 4...-
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Howe Rep. Al Ullmart1)4re., chairman of
Democratic Caucus today endorsed a _ the House Ways and Means Committee,-
cut in Social Security taxes and voted to' - told the caucus today it would be "not
use income taxes and other general only- a mistake, but a disastrous
revenues to help finance Social mistake" to simply divert general
Security. . • • -- -,Ireasury funds to the Social Security
-The vote by .members of he party system.
that has nearly a 2-to-1 *ty in the . But, as the debate made it evident the
House was 150 to 57: .• • •• resolution -would carry, Ullman in-
The non-binding resolution adopted dicated he might not oppose taking
by the Democratic caucus does not some elements of the present system,
endorse any particular amount of probably Medicare hospitalization find
general trea'sury Nixie:to -be used for r ths3bility..insurance, out of general
%OW Security, which now is financed Social Security and financing these
by payroll taxes equally levied on from general treasury revenues.
employers and emploYees. The committee is scheduled to
The regolution neither Specified hew --consider Social Security legislation in
much Social Security 'taxes should be the next few weeks.
cut nor whether the taxes should be cut , Pressing for the resolution, • Rep.
more or less than the tax increases James A. Burke. D-Mass., argued that.,,..
voted by Congress last year when the the burden of increased Social Security
lawmakers adopted a .plan to holster
taxes would make U.S. industry ev&Ithe sagging finances of the system with
ttPridltes of $227 billion over 10 years, less competitive, in international
beginning in 1979.. markets. lie said the average tax on a
steel worker, matched by his employer,The caucus resolution favors. "use of
Bener vill a revenue g tn rtat seesoityfunds--. with '`leewis $1-4144,6,5(" „N. amid atiraffepenee in vieyear more than in competingpostita m tion
flowirolt taxes" and asks the Democratic case of riiitornobile workers ranges,
Iristhen of the House Ways end Means around11.100.
cietnittee_wprepare. iegiidAlice_ for "The whole issue in this country
this purpose 'assoon as possible. today is jobs, jobs. jobs," Burke said.
•The House Budget Committee Congress. has been under heavy
Tuesday voted to make room in the pressure Urtake some sit. the sting out of
V.Lintatiee budget for,. a $7.5 billion • payroll tax increases it \upproved last
redUcteits in SoCial Security taxes December. ,
during the rev beginning nee j However, oppenents of the resolution
'r- •t-
argued that the pressure is. coming
almost entirely from persons in higher
earnings brackets since the steepest
increases on employees would be
brought about by raising the wage base
on which a Social Security tax is levied.
todays Index 
_ 2 Sections-20 PagesI
Qasiifieds 5B; 913, 7B
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Crossword 5B
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Deaths & Funerals  -" 12A
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Opinion Page • 4A
Sports - 8A, 9A
mostly sunny
.7-/slAtIOl1ififf5 today-MITI-Highs
ellin the low to mid 7. Increasing
cloudinesis tonight with showers
and thundershowers likely. bows- •
in the low to mid 506. Cloudy-with
showers and thundershoWers
Thursday, ending late in the day.
Highs in the low .7118.
--141111-1411111-8111111111AT, e tIDGEH 1. TAM, i•otskri, Art S. 1178
• Wedriesda . April 5
Goshen United Methodist
urch Women will meet at
.. -seven p. m.
&ray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club is scheduled Ao__
meet at Gleason Flail at onep.
m. -
Church wide potluck supper
will be held at six p. m. at the
North • -Plealant - • Grove
Cumberland e;byterian
Church with session meeting
and choir practice to follow.
will meet at Roue at U. Miss Tammie Jo Rudolph
Holiday Inn with Dr. Virgil and other tnitellikis hi the "re daughter of Mr. and Mrsat the United CampusBrewer -of Murray State  Robert Rudolph • of Dexter
niversi y as spea er. Route One, became the bricksocial hall of the First_lJnited ot Phillip Peeler, son of MrsGarden, Departmsoit the Methodist Church trom- saves% - Tommy Guthrie of Murray-Murray Woman's Club will to ten a.m. The public is urged and Charles Peeler of Dexter,meet at the club house at 1:30
• 
Array Women of the
' Moose will meet at eiiht.p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Calloway-Marshall County
seven p. m. at the home of theMSU Women's Society • bride's parents.
'brunch and fashion show for The Rev. Steve Shepard,members will be held at 930 minister of the Dexter-Hardin
• 
Church Mission Groupi will p.m. at the First Presbyterian
meet at 7:30 p„m. -Church, 16th and. Main
Streets,
Flint itaptist Church
mission groups will-meet at
evenp.m. 0•0
ThursilaytAprlit
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Butch Reecf-who lost their
home and contents by fire will,
be held at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray,
----NORE-12411 Fir at SeWen p.
in- _ _ .
Annual, spring concert by
the Murray State- Symphony;
Orchestra, directed by Prof.
Neale Mason. will be at 8:15
p.m in Lovett Auditorium. No
charge 'and public, is inYtted•
r' - • -.
• Friday, Aorll 7 -
sGokleo. Age Mb-WRY Meet
at twelve noon at tile soCial
hall-ei-Firk-Untted-.Methodist
Church wit  special Suction of
White elephant gifts to beheld.
- 
New Concord and Hamlin •
Senior- Citizens will meet- at Recital- by Charlotte,-Bar-
tbt mine of Rrviint.s nett, Eminence, trumpet, will
for a potluck lunche6n at -brat ieoetilmf.-atthertrrelf--
•$--twitie noon. For information Recital 
Hall, Price Dorlegiase
--el/L*4364. - -Arts- Center.: Mually____State _
„ Rniversity._ ,
---IG-Alpha Delta Chapter at  
-Seta Sigma Phi will meet at 
Shopping for senior citizens
- the Ellis Center at 730 p. m. 
on van will be at 9:30 a.m. and
one p.m. Call 753-0929 by nine
SAL% for Morning shopping


























10:05 a. m. lesson on making
crazy quilt pillow tops at 10.30
sack .iunch .or 
congregate meal site at twelve
noon; and table games at one
p.m. Call 753-0929 by 11:15 a.
m. for transportation to meal,
Saturday, April 8
,gaptain .Wehdell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters Of
The Ainencen Rev6iu1ion yin"
honor the high school good
citizens' award winners at the
luncheon at the Murray
Woman's Club House at
twelve noon.
lace, long full sleeves adornedbe held at the Jaycee Center at-
with lace down the center andthe Fairgroonds from .two to
on the cuffs, and a wide ruffle
f "(Jusr _ with a band of white lace -at
the hemline. She-wore a *lett, _Wranglers Riding Club 
will.floppy hat and carriedride at onep.m. at the iiding
bouquet of blue carnations
61.* - • - centered with a white orchid:
Misa Renee Overby was theMi. and Mrs. floyd Elkins bri4 -attendant. s4e
honored with an open house in
dress andearried a bouquet of 
"etching flowers. 
Th
celebration of their 50th,
Wedding anniversary from ,r
e groom wore a light bluetwo to four p.m.-at their home.
Suit and had a white carnationrAlinlitreffelatives and friends are .4)0igenftieje. Best-maitivr sin
Peeler was Roger Hopkins
who wore a blue sport suit
with a _ white carnation
GIRL SCOUTS -hnnirinniere- - - -
—REEPST_ ROWING For her daughter's wedding
NEW YORK (AP t 7- From 18 Mrs. Rudolph wore a navy
members, the Girl Seouts of the dress. The groom's mother,aD.Srne.Am. has-bers-grhiowp ilS61401•000ear,so-to
Mrs. Guthr_ le, was attired in a
chiding 2,583,000 girls and 557,- rose cOlorid dress.
000 adult volunteers. • Reception
Tbeorganization_was founded Following the
by Juliette Gordon Low on ceremony the reception was
•mors Atli- -gis • -43uthpirsuct.mr.,-.Guttn.te: ---repped-witha miniature bride,-
womer an 
ed as members since that time. 
The .bride's table was ....and groom statuette.
overlaid .with a green cloth - .The couple left for a short
and centered with -a floral
- , .!_111111111o"wolons• 
wedding tri.innwp a d now reside at
CP(
to entourage women over the
.. age of 30 to become lawyers,
the- Exxon Education Founda- - „ .
tion has awarded grants to two : By 
4441ile
law schools, the University of i
Chicago and the University of
' C.aliFornia et Berk-gay. N
-- The foundation is seeking to
.create opportunities for the old- -; 'SPRING HAS SPRUNG,
.. er woman who has worked. in ., WE HOPE s
the legal field in such non-law- Easter morning at six ,
ta
, CHI AGQ (AP) - In a move -
am. 91 the-Eagle Gallery _of United Methodist Church,the Fine Arts Center, Murray
Pei:formed the double ringState University. Members
•
note time. • s̀erer')
Bride's Dress '
- ,t.„,-. " - — The bride was lovely in her
- 81/111111i, i'I'm ''' " wedding gown of floor length• .Showier for Donald and
light blue designed with aNancy LovettLovett who lost their •
neck line outlined in whitehome and contentsby-fire will
Jr. and .Mrs
ddin caxIdles in crystaLholders. The
two tiered wedding 'cake was
Saltannith, - held ar the home of the -decorated with blue with two
Ga. By mid-February 1978, oorn's mother, Mrs. Tommy cherubs holding the top layer
than_ mall=




Grandparents of the bride'
are _ Mr:- arid Mrs. Thelmet-
Rudplph of Murray. The
_grosnis  the grandson 9f 4r, 
and Mrs Keine Peeler Of'
Almo and 011ie -Itallof
'Point with crpod . . • ••
To paint shakes, shingles, siding, gables, fences,
concrete block, and other exterior.features this sum-
mer, the National_ Paint and Coatings Assn. recom-
mends:using- a pad applicator. Pad applicators are. .
easy to use and very economical; they are both
reversable and replaceable. Alsothey„can be bought._
in a variety of Widths.
po-. with the breeze
When spray painting outside the National Paint .
• and Coatings Assn: adveses -you to' paint with the _
breeze. Spraying in the same direetigo the windis
blowing will ensure that - you paint the object. you. ..
wish to paint; not yourself.
For the 5th Consecutive year the Academy
Award 'Best Picture' is on. the screen in
Murray at Academy Award time I-
comic HEyer pos
IIIIISCIrS
This spring when shrubs ,mis.ling. Nothing was Agenel-,_
a long ... • Now I am wondering who
The bay diseard their winter .found it and where it was
clerks, court administrators 










-- • .sraye..A.,04, the sun rise. - tree. her branches=  1.ester.hlaany is retiring. My ,
'Mire  o:!,8115...Itead Gracefully swaying is first feature story for the IMM 
tS arts Tomorrow
O' WINKTERthert Wa:s snow. -It hard- In yellowing green.
but it-Was pretty-and everyone
was clothed in comfortable
togs. The inconvenience of the
weather reminded us of the
agony that Christ suffered •on
the cross Friday years ago,
and the chill we experienced






represented and took part in
the program. A -warm-
fellowship followed the event
in the meeting place undeflhe
stadium-hot coffee and donuts
were plentiful. The sunrise
service was sponsored by the
Christian Builders' class -of
the First Christian' Church.
The following participated'
-in the program: The Rev.
Robert E. F'arless, First
--- United Methodist; - the Rev.
Jerrell White, Memorial
Baptist•,_ the Rev. Robert1.
theft, Immanuel -
iran; the Rev. Buzz Chapter
Rabatin, First Presbyterian; • --•
Kathy -Burchfield and
Margaret Porter.. The
program was directed by
_Major Darrel Mcf erron of the
110TC of '.!ilneray State
University. •
In Florida there are drive-la
church programs on Sunday
People do not have to get out
of their cars, and go dressed
informally. Stewart Stadium
would be a convenient place
for such activity. Using the
loud speaker, the program'
could be heard by attendance
in the cars parked.
Ledger and Times when I
She is a standout in the became managerand editor in NSwamp of neighboring 1946 was about Lester. He
willows.
The :Calloway-Marshall
County • Chapter of the
American Diabetes '
.,,4541te_111t9,11- U1._171e11.11m__:
Thursday, April 6, at seven .
p.m. at the First Presbyterian




change" will be the subject of
the evening's program
presented by Anne Flood,
registered dietitian at
Murray/Calloway County
Hospital, Jan Hough, dietitian
Serving the Benton, Princeton
and Cadiz Hospitals, and Joan
THE WEEPING WILLOW.—reitkins.-dietetic trainee. 
NEARHAPPY HARBOR Mrs. Flood, Mrs. Hough and
Since our cabin, Happy Mrs. Jenkins will have many
Harbor, is gone- destroyed bs, :Ideas on how to use the 'c-
fire-January -7; and the trees 'donee lists more effectively.
are beginning to steno their Interesting new ideas, as well
spring wardrobes, -1 am .as helpful rentinders of the
fenuntlecl alottin&l [nada
vtari' It followe4.4„.s.,Wenterit, -
, tree planting by the Gift -
'31/Abts who were eneamped
there -far • ereek.
The weeping willow switch
Planted in a '`cove on Ken
Welty .
Was forgotten. S'ear4 '
• gave a meaningful per-
' formance in the battles of
Wayne Has, see by the World-War II and paid a price
paper, hopes to begin cam- for it. I could imagine he has
paigning for a seat in the not been without pain since his
House, representing Ohio. - discharge.1 have never heard
Han resigned from Congress an unkind word spokep..-about
because of the. Elizabeth Ray him for his service -as post-
scandal. How will this scandal- master or as a citizen. Happy,
affect his popularity at the retirement, Lester and wife
polls. He resigned from and partner, Myra.
WOOD( Al 1 EN
ND ONLY--
016Chestriut
Congress because of it.
Mrs- Louis Donelson, post
office employee, called me not
long ago to tell me she had
found my identification card
holder when she removed the
--Mail from the box in front of
the post office. I went for the
folder, expecting-to rind credit
- cards, and other valuables
753-8175, is a new organization
established by the Christian
Builders' class of the First
Christian Church to help
people. There is a 24-hour a
day service. Regardless of the
need, physical or spiritual, SATURDAY
there is someone to respond 
841 N:Central Ctr
initnediately. - •
K IRK DOUGLAS F,, RY
CARRIE SNOOGRESS LJ
All Seats 83.00 Under 17 Must Have
No Bargain Nite Written Permission
Ri
Calloway-Marshall Diabetes -*ionsuitaar - NOW OPEN FRI.-SAT.-SUL_
121 South
presented, a spokesman said.
Whatever your prescribed


























The National Association of
Retired Federal' Eraployel
held a luncheon. meeting qn
yrkday, March 24, at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with the president. Robert-A:
Douglas, presiding.
A special 'musical program
was presented by Tim
Hawkins, vocalist, and Julie
Heil, piamst, students of the
Music Department of Murray
Aate University.
..., Kenneth Grogan gave the
Invocation followed by a
stabrilent orSilent prayer for
re of the chapter members,
Wrack Thdmas Tarry, who
died recently. -







Oliver C. McLemore, sun-
Shine; LOwell Palmer, • senior
citizens representative.;
- Eugene Tarry,- program- and
„activities; Van Vanlentine,
secretary.
The next meeting will be
_held Friday,fApril 28, at 9:30
Let's Stay Well
y-Abig-ait Varituren 0: Mr. T. P. writes that
• 
- who has been diagnoSed as
*has a nephew in hi§ 40s
._ . . .._ . ... . _ . 
.- hivieg,
breast. fie has had exten-
cancir of . the
SigmoOthitis' ,chemicals may-tie used on
' sive sergery, and X-ray or
him later.- c
. Mr. T. P. is aware of the
a.m. at -the Woodman - DEAR - ABBY: How do you tell a husband t.O- SHUT UP? frequency and danger of. _ 
•
' ,laiirdlifie- . After 40 years of Marriage, I have heard everything he..has this disease in women but
to say. at hetet-15,000 times: I knoa7 all his war stories by he has never heard of a
_heart, also his ̀'raised-on-a,farm" routine, and his cures for, case in a man. In fact, he
all the ills of the world. I have had it up to here with his expresses sitepticism.that
'Mid, - - long-winded nianokiiguee -on politics, _religion it ocrurs in men. IT -it does
. business-you name it, he's an authority on .the subject. he wants to know how
He deinatstie. -oheoluie-elenee-when-lie:s---watehing-a bAll 'serious is -eaheee of the
On the average, there are five ..-Itame on televiSion,.biu he thinks nothing ef turning the 
set breast in males. .
right-handers for every left off in the middle of something l'in watching if he watittle- - A: Cancer of the breast is- '
hander. say 'something. ' _predominantly a disease-of-
We haVe lost most of our friends because of 'his women, totaling about
' know-it-all attftude. Who wants to be arpuntt someentic Who ' Ku cases
40 years and IM Sick of_ it..
talks all the time 'and nevendistens? I've listened to--him for_
i
„ 'alai liviOye.





I've read yotr column -tor-years. So has my husband. He 
nesees-:
laves youriumor. Maybe with. hutner you can oiler a. _cases, about 33 700) will
solution it", my problem: Thanks_ for trying. And please die of the disease. -
i ,
don't send any letters. to the house.' MY husband doesn't, - While- only about 700
believe in privacy-except for himself:  .. , D
IT cases of breast cancer oc-__. "
;4
`"" . cur aneually.iii..rnee in the
orArt tutheyet, 49111 take more-thair-ittatorm•tv  1-1-n"-d 
-SLatea,ParipAit..,....holf....
-
-At problem that's been-building for 40 years. Obviously
. ta: --.7T--9 rh ethr eef omr e ,I ,Mwhen wli the r di t:. improve an ailing marriage both parties must be willing to -
try. Professional counseling might help. if pair husband ease occurs in men, -it- is
';refuses to cooperate, you can either split, _ _even more of a serious.or "bear-the ills-
you have, rather than fty to others that you know not et' _Threat to life than in worn.,
-ell ...
• DEAR ABBY: Just a note te protein._ your approval of .,_._ -Fortunately, becatiee the
giving -gifts in someone else's name: If someone were tee male breast- is- small, a
_ give Reverend Moon-(remember theteleonie-anIiinfl, 4)3440f-r-er be-merezreatt===-
_ ..as A-R.-el:Ma-WE- iiiiiirniune, I'd likely go over and blow up . ily detected. If it has al-









I imagine you -have a pile of- letters on your desk breast, even when the neW
concerning this Subject, so-iT any of them agree with me growth is small, early at-,
(and most should), I'd appreciate it if you would publish , .teation and prompt treat--
them. - .ineat are in order Wiry to
saVe the victim's 
. A lump or a bloody dia-
. DEAR A.P.E. Some readers agree with you,,but you're chri'a from the nipple of a
the only one who threatened to blow up the house of
male east should be re-anyone who gave an uninithoriaed gift in your name.
-po promptly -to an
r-r7Ksomnattatelte 1311 M-JkOf TQllfzige. • Perienett physician-
_ .the w,iie of • e man Who tells 'etew_orkeralthat he_otaquil_his  linfortunetely, riipst per
own home, when-in fact he is only renting it, sons- are unaware that
- Ownership of property is a matter of public record. All breast cancer can occur in
.one needs to know is the.addr.ess of the property and it can a male. Many men may not
be looked up in the county assessor's beek. Other pertinent consider the possibility
information, such as when-the peoperty.was parchased, that they have developed a
how much was paid for At, the owner's matling-address,'-abd . disease that can later be
hew much it is taxed is also available: tife-threatenafg 'in spite of—
If the man who-falsely claims to own his own home has a , the best available treat-
s-job that calls for in-depth investigation of his character and mem Other men may be
assets, he is in' deep trouble. Fdr-nbvious reasons, lying shy or awkward about a
about such a matter implies a lack of integrity. breast lump and be reluc-
So please tell hie wife to stop biting her tontme so she Tani to reptirt it to a physi-
can open her mouth and tell_ her husband what he's toying, .^ .
REAL ESTATE-SECRETARY 
Yiticrogress has been
made m reporting breast
problems early in women.
—DEAR SECRETARY: Thanks for the: helpful inform.- No doubt the cure: rate









The ancients believed rubies
were antidotes to poison.
By F J L Bla.singaine. M D
_. • -
higher if these growths or out. If cancer is fount:11;Jan repeating: A breast tumor
discharges were seen ear-- operation is the initial ór' discharge an a male
lier and more promptly treatment and should be tequires immediate atten-:
- treated. done, by a Physician who tion by a physician.
In treatment, the growth' regularly clae§ breast sur- - 
is removed ( biopsied and gery. Later,--X-ixor the-
exanakied under a miertY- mother a py b e
scope. Such a microscopic' required, ,depending on the
examination is the only findings. in a particular
way to diagnose with cer- , 'case.
-tainty a cancer, or to rule it , This caution
$35 Tuxedo 'Rental
(leach day) - from
The Tux Shop






Wiling In The 'a Office
The iztrts In
. In reviewing a publicity release from
Arts Managemeat, a national news
service for thosilawho finance, manage
ighd communicate the arts in the United
States, we :noticed that the U. S. Con-
ference of •-filayors had passed a
t desolation On the Quality of IXe in Our- tines which incorporated the following
I. l'hat city governments recognize
the arts as an essential service, equal in
importance to other essential 'services
and help make the arts available to all
theireitizens.
2.- That the physical appearance of
the city, its beauty and its amenities, be
a resource to be nurtured and that any
attempt to _destroy that.beauty be
_challenged. - . • •
3. That - every - city. have pilblte -
agency specifically-concerned with the The Chic Musk Asiociation, which is
arts. •• a )oint effort by both, community and
4. That a percentage of the total cost ,Murray State, contributes immensely





set • de We- iiii1leie-cir-enth-77-a7W4 County. There are, of course,
mission of Works of art- -- - many -other- plays and concerts
5. That working together in a true tolhe public at Murray State.
  Comrptinity spirit, % y to_veztunent, Tneseareoefore4 independently of the
the arts cornrnunit-,y and ,the public .at community,, by and large, but still
*4144-- ailow-aeeeepresent-ar-positive contrite-bon in
"That no American shall be tern*.the cultural enhancement of
deprived of the oPPariaelta' to 'ex- yourcity. • 
Orritriee the boolAY in lifebY barneti-dr— The cultural life of _a community is
° -ene- -of- the --Item -looked -at by  cktumstante,ineem_° 
-ckar und' 
:remoteness,  or race." ( Final 'quote is- -Prospective indeerries when they are
from Cult's-ilk Company: Critical,- searching for a plant site. Increasingly,
Stsuly_al_aa 101Probable AP:°°' • the quality of life in a community is of
Alvin R Reiss, Twayne Publishers, vast importance to people when theyInc., New. York,' N. Y. --- • - :screen a community with the possible_The city government of Murray has. intent of moving there.Xurray offers,
-ottomPted to inc°tP°10--tt the. arts ""° :in general, a great deal more in a lot of• oar city lifess.much as possible, given .pectstodosio rmaisimmunes of





Railroad Depot by Judge Robert 0.
Miller. Ihts- facility will be utilized _by
the community theatre group as a
permanent headquarters.
The physical appearance of the city
will . soon be enhanced by the an-
aalementation of a clean-up campaign -
spear-headed by Janice Austin, a CETA
employee et •Jiidge Robert 0. Miller.
She is coordinating the efforts of
several groups to clean up-the city and
county of the litter accumulated during
the Winter--rnonths. Now if we can just
convince the county government to
provide a place foi county residents 'to
place their trash perhaps Off county
can remain free of the litter that ac-
cumuLates down every back road and
road ditch 
-make sure we keep it that way.Park with the movement of the -old
LetteriTO The Echtor
Writes About Recovery, Inc.
1/9/1












Dear Editor: .. problesni,:thousands will riot respon4 '
The Phil Donahue Show recently and will continue te.) suffer and function
devoted- an entire- national television - at only a minimal of their capabilities.
show to Recovery,- Inc. Undoubtedly Recovery, Inc.. is-a method of self-
ii.titpr;.". mine& _staff phowvapher „tut effeCtiee political pcapaganda_ _ atainghlaft over for a-wholemoond Job.--thalami:la-of-people Vitio-could benefit . belp'developccalay the late Ahratism A _ politics
from ith method saw this program- Low, M. . D., to prevent relapses in --;- - This retreat from reality is costly, Ed Collieleeeti Mitzi, pet dog of Doug : By 
truly inhibiting the Soviets, the . The-Out of State License Plate -
q.v..," at tbe_ii,tirli winch. laracamer mentet patients and chronicity a_considering the .everwheiritne _ con„ _,,and Shit).gy laaeid watinitin_ the,rubbie ____ ..- neutron warhead could asks nucieer jereoltawillaely one step ahead oi --1--
• sensus. .of military everts and of their - demolished home yesterday ---"arttron the centinent les likei3i. -Slitce ii law by- di-wring from state to state._um/wed Ida' digeoulei or mentar ''Z''iservoiss fiSelen: te.
---- deters the Massed tank attack, Western Make sure that any contractor who 'Recovery, ' Inc., is a self-help - *knowledgeable officials in t'State.and morning waiting for his masters to• : - 1
,
lissillise is a service for senior
  -wassesass
MOREL jpiirpose is to answer
questises and save prefilter —Inst. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 Emit Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, obi° 45381. l'aeu w111—
receive a prompt reply, but you mast -
Include a stamped, self-adAireased
envelope. The most metal replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: This spring I was
planning to have an addition put on my
house. I have heard that there are
• -many -bad apples" in this business.
Can you give me any advice on locating
a reputable person to do the work? K.T.
A: The home repair business_ is lam
any other. A few "bad apples" have
given the' whole industry a bad name.
• For the most part, Contractors are
craftsmen who take pride in their work.
• _However, due to the "bad apples," we
must be cautious when -having work
Before contracting for home tin.
Prevemen• -Call ytsorcloBettheterfoBitswiirritgessI lbsgeas-
to check out this reputation_
Cheakaasiatrattre home irn-
.provement loan manager of your bank ...al_
on his financial Stability. ,
- If it is a major .job, get- at lead.
ireebids.Lot* for 
..
contractor who izt a
member of a professional trade
-organization like the National Home
Improvement Council or the National
Remodeter's Association. ---•---
- Be leery of companies that insist
that you pv 40 -per  cent or more in
advance. Thai or 18-per itent.aribuicl be
• plenty.
  - Put a -hold-bade; "clause- in the-
cOntract. A .hold-back clause is a
stfputkin that you don't have to pay
thinking flies in the face of the con- the last 10 or 20 per cent' until 30 days al
• ventional military imbalance in Central after completion of the jobalt gives yOu
Europe; Gen. Alexander Haig, NATO some leverage if aomething. was done
supreme commander, on -March 21, improperly. •
described as "grievous" the superiority - Make sure your Ciintractoi has
. -3f Warsavr Pact-tank forces-alo-ne. propetty ctamage liability inNirrance
-Existing nuclear warheads on the 60- and workmen's compensation.aa
mile Lance missile, if delivered againat - If you are contracting for a major. •
• -a CommtuasLtank attack, would spread . job (over $1,000), have a lawyer-check  
• president catter may soon announce "community servine.die has been terrible destruction and death to the contraCt. .
civilians 'through blast effect altd.iire• Here are some wayaibut-theenicas  the start of production of the neutron,. a called for April 9 and all-comity and city
nuclear warhead 'for short-range organizations and interested in- In contrast, the neutron warhead_ is will give themselves
retchtactical missiles which kills with _ dividuals are asked to join together to designed--to kill tank crews through 1-:-The-u- t-Over Material' Pi -
radiation, thereby menacing the heart A man in werk clothing will an-pi:Oath--enhanced radiation rather than fire and assist areas Of Calloway County which
of Soviet military strategy in Central you and say that he just finished a jobblast. Nevertheless, tAe agonizing,: were damaged by the tornadoes early
Europe:- the massed tank attack. In down the street and has just enotigh -indecision that has marked the ad- -yesterday morning. Principal areas hit
popular -debate, it has been tran- material leftover to do the same job forministration's handling of the neutron were Alma Dexter, and New Concord. -
sraogrified into a weapon that kills you. No reputable contractor will over-is a signal example of superpower 
 nedastrian 
moore Deathseepiorted include Mks: Grace




Admittedly many Western politialuis
refuse to accept even the remoteunseemly effort to escape political -- possibility of Soviet leaders evenblame for arming -NATO with
authorizing an attack. But such wishfulneutron "bomb" has generated popular _ _ - -
resistance to a vital military moder- 
•J • 
. ,
'nizationprogram,h-Mickng a debate ot— ang Back
ennormous ignorance" within the





organization, operated, managed, Defense Departments: the neutron return, but both died of injuries - nuclear response become leas lately.
peak 
Why, then, 41d President Carter not
Write 
order . • ' ' - 
supported, and. controlled by patients bomb would vastly reduce the threat to sustained in the tornado. ---
s r  of productionproductionproductionnr:7- and former patients trained in the 
Western Europe of blitzbrieg-style tank Buford Hurt wW be featured
Recovery method. -. attack by the Warsaw Pact on the North at the Hazel Alumni Banquet to be held . 
w
ani Congress approved
neutron bomb? The reaoosi; lie buckled
D for the
ar Editor: formal but follow a definite structure
• 
Recovery group meetings are in- Atlantic Treaty Organization ( NATO). __..: 0cAperordil lth_133 attoth;rel:il_idnycird.,I4xisidennn, Murrtayoi : ., 
to pressure, _ 
-
- -- 11-ie lama associatiM. ••• - Fearing a pgaitiaril reaction, the-Lam writing- in answer to the later - developed by -"De.'-tovr. Recovery
don't they keep them at home on a leash encouragement, strength, and a chance
- If people love their dogs so much why selves, the Recovery .) method offerk
put:dished Minch 29 in which the:writer meetings are open W-the public and
was concerned with people poisoning there is no charge for attendance.
MP- ....- - For those who want :to help thena 
. 1 I. 0 (149 Y 
• the engagement and approaching
marl-Paige of their daughter, Ann Kay:'
Owen Berber and the late Mr. Barber.
to Fred Rawls Barber, son of 'Mrs.
-Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Sander ann:t.m.ci 
civilian advisers (including the State
President overruled military and some
of in the house. I'm sure that would to work with others who share the *-IWIliSOrje
cause a lot of good will to many people. common goal of sustained mental
I have 'a grandaughter lying in the health ... The Murray Training School Chapterhospital now in Michigan where her Regaining' health after a nervous or of, the Future Farmers of America gotown labrador retreiver toured on her. mental breakdown is most often the By The Associated Press top honors on April 3 at the PurchaseShe has multiple lacerations of the province of the professional. Main- Today is Wednesday, April 5, the 95th FFA Day by winning eight districtarms and the rest of her body. Thank taming good mental health after im- day of 1978. There are 270 days left in contests- under the leadership of LarryGod she saved her face - provement nearly always- requires the the year.
.., Also my husband just came out of the former patient to help himself. Dr. Today's highlight in history: 
Smith, president, and Leroy Eldridge,
advisor. • •'hospital when he went for a walk and Low's method offers a systematic way On this date in 1792, President George The ••34urray , Planning and ZoningWashington used his veto for the firstthree German shepherds jumped him of doing this. a.. ,, Commission met April 3 with statejust a block from our home. He was If you -are-iirat- seeking some tiniejefusing to sign a bill dealing with officials. Murray commission memberslucky ,•• be had a _walking cane. miraculous way Irgoad mental health apportionment of representation. are Hiram Tucker, Verne Kyle, EdWe have a 'neighbor that has a dog and are ready to make a business of it, On this date: „ Settle, Frank Lancaster, Audreythat seems part wild. You can riot put and if you think you could help yourself ...In. 1621, the Mayflower sailed from Simmons, Charlie Grogan, and Holmesyour hands on him or get close to him. I if you only knew how to go about it, Plymouth, Mass., on its first return trap Ellis.
don't think he's every had tables shots then, Welcome to Recovery, Inc-- it to England. Marine First Lt. Raymond C. Lafseror anything. He destroys my shrubs and offers a systematic way to help your- In 1&7, the English surgeon who
I ask, how would you feel about that? se••
is attending a twelve weeks' supplyfounded modern antiseptic surgery, Sir.
I have never poisoned or killed a dog Recovery, inc., meetings are held in Joseph Lister, was born in London.
but I'm tempted if these dog loiers Murray each Monday at 7:00 p.m. at In 1869, the last surviving soldier of
dont keep their pets home the Calloway County Health Center at the Revolutionary War, Daniel
' North Seventh and Give Streets, Bakernan, died ii'( Freedom, N.Y., at
Sincerely, - -- _ .. a Murray.' the purported age-of 109.
Mrs. Edward J. ilbspird guple Ware.. -7-- In 1951, Julius and Ethel Roseeberg
New Concert .1E1:* .!"' _ , Moi-ray, , Ky. of New York City were sentenced to
deata as atomic spies for the Sosiet
Union. a
In. 1955, British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill, who was 81 years
old, submitted his resignation to Queen Fire destroyed the city hail building'
ElizatAth H. ' at Furyear, Tn., yesterday. Wilbur
In 1976, millionaire Howard Hughes., Mohundro, age 28, died in the fire.
died at the age of 70 while being flown in . Passenger fares will not be Increased
a chartered plane from Aaspuico, • by the Murray Transit Company, ac-
Mexico to a hospital in Houston? -cording to Johr L. Ghiboudy, manager
He. saidpresent fares will be kept in
effect for a trial period after conferring
Points O. Inconsistency
Dear Editor
Several weeks ago, the Murray
Ledger & Times carried an Associated
Press story reporting a new study by
the"Mundi on Wage and Price
Stability. That study reveals that the
fees of Allierieen physicians had
escalated more rapidly in recent years
Man the national inflation ra ie In 1975,
It said, the median income far medical
doctors was 163.000 per year. That
means- that fully half of all physicians
earned in excess of that amount.
PFo}ecting current income on the basis
of the national inflation rate, one can
easily see that the mecfain income for
medical doctors must be somewhere-in
the 875,000-year range.
Yet, in a story carriectin the March 30
issue of the Ledger, Mayor Henley
exorbitant eadh year. Since the number
of physicians has been purposely held
down by the doctors themselves),
there is nothing we can do - they. sun
charge whatever the traffic will bear.
As the income figures reveal, this is not
just a case of a few "bad" doctors
getting rich at our expense - it is the
majority of physicians who are
charging toe much. _
To the' idea that there should be a day
eel aside() honor all Murray doctors, I
for one dissent. Perhaps we should.
instead, set aside a day honoring the
small number of medical doctori who
have refused to go along with their
cohorts, who have refused to engage in _
daily "blackmailing" the American
people. There are still awn* lgiod" -
doctors, though the number seems to
procla - , fatipyrang day „to -.be _ shrink sled/. - • : . - -- „ _
-Doctors' ..i''te honor utiY55605;i11; '._ __PlurainiassCaTiLaapposed7—s— to -be'
the arta _ "professionals." That iriearut their
l'hereris an inconsistency here. it Is ' primary goal should be to. serve the
-eirrietis, from/he itudylnentioned-and--pobiteinterar vall'Arttlibilaill'ir tkeli
from' others that have been made in own pocket,. It .is high time that we
rec'ent years, that the health of the , began to dernand as-much of tbetn.
average American is being held Veri, truly yours,
hostage by American physicians and Paul Taparauskas '
the ransom (their fees ) becomes more Hazel, Ky. . Patton. willie Falwen
Ten years ago: A 76-day Communist
siege of an American Marine base at
Khe Sanh in South Vietnam was lifted
by a relief column.
Five years ago: Ain advance party of
American officials arrived in. Peking to
establish the first formal American
presence in Communist China in more
than 20 years.
--- 20 Years A a).„
wants to work for you has a permanent
residence in your area.
3. The Quick Estimate - Legitimate
contractors will give you a detailed
written estimate of the cost of labor and
-material. The man who gives you -a
quick estimate after a few moments of
thought -iti.tasilally out to make  a fast
buck. a
Department's bureau of political- 4. The High, Pressirre7factic - The
' affairs). Instead, he quietly contractor will tell yoU that he has to
invited West German and other NATO know immediately. whether you want
-allies to take the first step and formally him to do the job or not. A good con-
- ask for the neutron. From that age tractor will give you all the time you
perch, the President would then give want to make a decision.
his approval. - 5. Lack of References - If the con-
That forced on West German tractor cannot give you the names of at
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt a decision least two satisfied customers, be very
more painful than the one Mr. Carter leery.
sidestepped. Although Schmidt could HEARTL1NE: I have worked under
easily get his parliament to approve the Civil Service fat 8 years. am quitting
neutron, he -would endanger his own to go into business for myself. Can I get
power because of opposition within his a refund of the money I haveloaia into
Social Democratia party in the absence the retirement system? K.D.
of a -strong U. S. lead. A. You can receive a refund of your
As the Carter administration con- money paid into the Civil Service
tinued to procrastinate and seek some Retirement Fund by filling out Stan-
easy way out, other socialist - govern- dard Form 2802.
rnents in Western Erope ( particularly It be eligible-for a refund you-must
the Dutch) wavered under political meet the two following requh-ements:
pressure. "The controversy suddenly ( 1) your separation from service occurs
started to build and a. debate of enqr- and the application for a refund is filed
mous ignorance broke out all over With the Civil Service Commission at
Europe," one Western European least 31 days before the beginning date
diplomat told us. of an annuity for which you may be
Enter Moscow. Sensing disorder in _ eligible, and (2) you are not employed
NATO, the Soveiet Union unleashed a in a position subject to CS. Retirement
typical' campaign against the law and you will not be so employed
"inhuman" neutron bomb. bemon- within 31 days from the date of
strations in Western Europe were seperationfror your previous position,
with the Murray city Council am of. • out any attack against the West.
i The peculiar military' value of the
ficials of the Murray Chamber of -
(arnmerce. 
yams of fereave role to play, oil a
_. neutron warhead la that it has no ob-
The Rev', William S. Evans, district - 
defengiy.e.role which for NATO wouldsuperintendent of the Paris District of
correct the dangerous imbalance inqthueartalMethodiy. teothZirehurceeh, wadi 
the Murray 
the conveational forces NATO's only role
.is okiensive; the Warsaw Pact's only
. Circuit at the Goshen Church on Aprtillaa)a--role, except for . policing Moscow's'according to the Rev. C. A. Riggs, European empire, offensive. Thus
.airePit. Pastar! lie 'emotional political debate within- , apraadmataly two kindred _htgh . NATO against the neutron is Irrational.senfiel -Iiiii-- flaeluding classes of -.  . That debate has became so heated in., DeTala0P- Rowlett_A . ..Murrai, 7111i wplet-nermarty rhaf4/roff.trials haveCalvin-Caohdaa eatabashod 'rattan/a School attanded.lbaannuat pesirllay. . titerf: -venom_ .fo use the word
House. record ofasorts when it bei'sm.• sporitored by the Woman's Athletic . neutron., In deciding finally to order_generally known that he habitually ASSOCiStICM a Murray State College, on productien, of. this defensive weapon,'slept the clock arm-Tr-We have been April TErillurraY StAte-• 
.. _
Mr 'Carter will undoubtedly come- reliably informed that President Carter Mr. and Mrs., Guy Falwell, Mr. and 'under harsh attack Ironically, it will-beslept an uninterrupted four hoar% Mrs Rex Falwell, and Mrs Harpy harsher than If he had grasped the-issuerecently. Wei hope that such excess of Ritchie, all of St. Louis, MO, hjinfe been , firmly lag summer instead of passingrepose has 4 orninoue_portent for the 'Visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs the boo to. Europeans.
isn't It The Trutt!
court* at Camp Lejeune, N. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Jories an-
nounce the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Sally Nell, to Albert B.
crass, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Crass.
Births reported include a boy, Jackie
Scott, to Ma and Mrs. Herbert J.
Newberry on March 28.
'
promoted amid &wrist demands that30 Years the U. S. renouriceahe weapon. Bible Thought
•
Ago
The passion of the Soviet campaign omeammelm
derived not only from the attempt to Ana it shall come to ass when '
What -exploit dissension Within NATO, but 
your children shall say unto,   •••
mean ye by this service? That ye shallthe desire to safeguard Soviet strategy. say, It is the sacrifice of the Lord'sIf confronted by neutron warheads, the passover." Exodus 12:26-27
Kremlin 'would have to devise a 'new How welli do you Undeistand the
battle plan for its still growix force of fundamental f your faith? Are
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JACKSON, Minn. ( AP —
One of the Major attactions in
this small southwestern_
-,Minnesota town — the
municipal women's toilet and
lounge — has been saved.
An informal survey that
showed about 300 women had
used the- restroom during the
past Mx weeks persuaded the
six-member city -council to
keep -the fircility open. The
vote Tuesday night was
unanimous.
--- -"They want it-open, 90 WS
igen," "l'iTaytie Arvin SChtiltz
said of the tittle cubbyhole
next to the movie theater on
Jackson's mein street.
City fathers had 'voted` in
January to close the toilet and
lame-area; • hoping to save
about $4,500 a year in
operating costs for the town of
3,550 residents.
But the people did not like it.
The mayor got phone calls, the
local newspaper editor got
letters and 344 people men
and women .— sleed
petition to keep the restroom
open."' •
Older women said they meet
in the, lounge area of. the
restroom every day-_
and crochet. Some said they
like to stop there fbr a rest
----whileAlse_y are downtown. And
--game women -said it was a
:good place to wait while they
- have their cars servicerL
A woman from Sioux City_
Iowa, -ivho visits Jackson
frequently wrote that the
restroom is "one of the nicest
things the town has to offer."
When the furor grew, the
council decided to have
women who visited-Ilse
restroom sign a guest list to
determine whether there Was -
enough business to justify
.keeping the facility open. '
Faced with results of -the
survey, council members
agreed they had rode a
trOptalte..But .they only went go
fax.
Schultz said_thr coung:ti did
not plan to take up a second
petition that was circulated
demar_Aing a similar 'facility
for men.
"That was done .birgely Iii ,
Jçgt Schultz sell "and we
deal. ..plan to do anything
. about it unless someone brings
it up altain."
CONCERT SCHEDULED- — The Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
together with the Music Department of Murray State University will present the John
Biggs Consort in concert with the Murray State University Chamber Singers. This con-
cert will be held on Sunday, April 9, 1978, at 8:15 p.m., in Recital Hall A — Old Fine Arts
Building. Admission to the concert is free. One aspect of. the consort's programming
that sets it apart from other groups devoted to early music is the scope of musica,l
periods they present In one program they can easily go through seven centuries of
music all the way from a Medieval dance, to a contemporary piece for voices and
electronic sounds. The variety is breathtaking indeed They bring the music of all
periods to le for the 20th century audience.
Meet the CRUISER, 'the smooth-
riding, smooth handling diagonal
ply tire selected by Detroit for a
number of 2978_ models. Strong
- -.polyester cord body, sturdy 5-rib
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A78-13 $36.80 $29.00 11... :
137813 33905 $31.00 $1.72 
B78-14
Sale Ends Saturday
RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size
we will issue you a rain check, assuring -










4-478-15 I $52.70 $42.00
Double Film-dam Belted Radials At




F.E:T. and old tire
'Peinglas'er 'Pelyslat
' 4sGos saving cloip based on radial con
stroetfon compared with bios or bias
belted tires • Polyester Cord Body • True
Radial Handling
UP TO S OU•PITII N4.1011
DOAN° tO) )0 °NADI OIL




























• Complete chisels lubrication and • Inspect all 4 fires • Inspect steerim
oil change • Helps protect parts -  and suspension components • Adiutt
ensures smooth, quiet performance • toe-in, caster, and camber to manu•
includes light trucks • Please phone -- facture(' specifications • Road test
kyr appOintment calf
Just Say 'Charge It'
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woes new trait disc. -nista,' new linings• pads • II5,rflc.arse! • avec* aisle• f eetiees • IMPACT 4411•N • allPelfr.-Calipers and Piedmont drank
onrsteiptmrer sedivice me wreck 'rent wheel bearolisi.
6 GOD flEA RT.
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just Covers 5 times faster than conventional drop spread-
ers. Micro-Dial controls breaikmst rate Feathered




structipn. Lid fits tight to
lock Odors in. Keeps






The last thing you want to cultivets in
your garden or yard is a buraper.aop
of blisters and callouses.
(M) Chore. Rayon/polyester. 081429








lir fences, Mime. *ifs Widen, etc RUNG.-
APPAG•Naf.11/POp MAMMA COW. 32 MI*
QUANTITIES LIMITED
A professional-quality, -8-inch &Ku-St/NO Wilerscht
designed with a +terry-duty-thin-Toettescree-yeu-oeft
reach all those herd-to-get-at spots Made of drop
forged chrome alloy steel, fulty ground and chrome
a
A -sp,
SPECIAL EVENT held at the Special fducation Department of Murray State University
on March 23 was the Easter Egg hunt held with the eggs donated from the contest held
by The Blackford House. MSU classes participating were the Pre-school Multiply Han-
dicapped federal project of Project Early Education of Exceptional Children (PEEECk
and the Calloway County MuMple Handicapped Class. Teachers include Janet
Bla.zelton, pre-school ad Miirrtulver, Calloway County. Pictured lift to right,
-foreground, Cherilyn Bloodworth, David Boowan, Shirley Borders, Patsy jinn as Ste




• Bible Will Be
- -Sold At -Audios
NEW YORK (AP) -7- Ffirthe
first - tithe in 50 yeare,t
complete Copy of the 500-year-
' old Gistenberg Bible _wilk be
.auctioneonedd liFrida -compley. 
te
copies
known, the book was offered
for "sale by the 'General
Theological Seminary of New
yera City, which wank( to
begin an eridoWment fund for
its library. The seminary
received the Bible as a gift
from its former dean, thelrery
Rev. Eugene Auguatiwitst.
in-1198 AO)* after he




LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
Some Las Vegas bettors were
among the losers when the
Acacia-Ali
announced. A sports book-
making operation at the Union
Plaza Hotel had teheithets on
fivemajorinitigoriesr_ and the
favorites —in three were
defeated.--
Only Jason Robards, as best 
supporting actor, and Diane
Keaton, as best'actress, came
through: Richard Dreyfuss,
not Richard Burton, was best
actor; Vanessa Redgrave, not
Tuesday Weld, was best
supporting actress; and








Imelowelbots ov sole b4gi .-
666660 Moe I. •.d..
Imam
$ HP Briggs & Stratton engine, chain
drivejransmission, 14-in. heavy-duty
self -sharpening tines. 25-in. tilling
width, skrag-type- depth bar. 10-in.
steel transport wheels. 45 331
ASSEMBLED AND READY TO USE
P





Ideal for youngsters F4b#4,910” rod with










Choice of !IX thieugh.40-6. test line. 613331
Way5;-2),comperfeterfti. -







COW MANURE. Rebuilds gar,
Alen soil. Composted, weed-
free and odorless. 40-lb. bait;
ts 161
PEACVIelps soil retain mois-
ture. 98: bacterially active..
40-lb. °ppm*. 2 cubic feet.
Is 167 ;
TOP SOIL Groot fro/op drink
ing, seeding and patching:
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li.0 Ft S.D.A. Choice
Blade-Cut
CHUCK ROASTS















Limit 1 Far Customer With 7.50 Add.



















Orange Juice - sl"
Eletty Crocker














• By MIKE BRANDON •
.Ledger & Thnei Sports Editor
Johnny Ileum 'believes
hitting is contagious. He never
said anything about pitching
though.
While the bats continue to




Reagan Field, the 'Bred.
• shelled Brown tiniverslly 13-3
*a single, nine-inning game. drew back-to-back walks an
'Britorn managed just seven tooved up a base on a wild
-bits: in the contest. pitch. . • -
lefthander -Stark-- Sophomore Tony,Threatt of
whO played his high Paducah smashed a single
scfirlail ball at Calloway down the bag at third and
County, started' On the hill for
the 'Breds and though
struggling wittr control
problems, iitirked through s.




Association will have a
- - - meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday at
A DOCK AND A MUM - Kevin "Cbsrlie".fiesitiond ducks while third Issaiss Mike Calloway county High school.
CwIlledie (II) emits hose with the threw to first to mil s Brown roamer ea. mpg. "ler bi This is a very , important
Catied_o. meting and people:who wish
to hell, • in the - "gamey




scorekeepers will be needed to
tielpirr tbs_program whi
serves about-BOO yoimg people.
• Agaln,—Willtitre;i1Siti'ded








The Calloway County girls',"
track tempi easily won a
triangular Inset at *airfield
Tuesday. ---'---
Calloway finished Mith 82
-7.4ayfrefd lie* -second with 51- -
and Fulton City third with 20.
Felecia Pinner' w-ori three
first places in the meet for the
Lakers while Rose Ross had a
pair of, wins. •
Here are the resuitslrom
Tuesday's meet.
mar in
• — Stephanie Wyatt 304kt
Albs 11-2. 4 Lyiy, Rene 211.2%.
alloom-t Stephanie Wyatt 1114.
—2. 141a To 44.4. Tam-
ed.
jump — 1.1141na Todd 144. 4. Kim
ret Calloway Comity;
Crittenden, Lea&
Doe Dee Darnell) 57.2




bed= — Rom 171.
1 Mir 17.5.
Ilagaed waft, relay Calloway
Iligam. Dee Dee Darned,
Liiii=d Lynn Renal 200.4.
Inhgard rim — 1 Melina Miller 2:50 .
4. 3:10
Illgenlamh — 1 Felons er
111111 101 'BUDS - Former Calloway Comity Nigh Muni ieftbseder Mark 4. Thom Tamil 32.5. 
INin 27.0
'MOIR wisinid siz bubo yof gave m jest foet kits sod two ropes end received credit hells* (Ma Mahan, • Rose Rees. Melissa
Igry Tesakry's 134 ais war grown. Mir and Fekcia Planer ) 4.11
Their Famous
Including Salad, Potato & Bread
8 ot.
Club Steak
lading-Balsa, Potato & Bread ,
Rill-Eye Steak -
Bend of the Rivers. Condominium' s. Year
'eraind homes. Contemporary architecture Tall
stately trees, Tennis courts. Super-size
swimmireg pool. The Platt.for entertaining
Nestled on beautiful Lake Barkley
All ihat . .
Consider rien efficiency, studio apartment
Livirig room, -burning fireplace,. kitchene:_
dining area;•-hath and pull down bed Makes a
gteat second home -
Or you can purchase an elegant 3
bedroom. 2 1/2 bath ibwrihouse. Manly_
_
• roorn for your family
Miller was charged with Just
Jilt' earned run while giving up
four hits.. He fanned fouf
batters but walked nine.
In the first inning, Miller
walked four .batters„ but a
ioubleplay erased one of the
walks. Brown's .run in the first
scored off er passed ball.
The 'Breds wasted very
little time in jumping on
Brown. In the last .of the first,
Al Liags and Doran Perdue
drove in two runs to bring Up
hot-hitting Bar Wagoner. The
Frankfort native hit a rope
.into the gap in leftcenter and
wound up on second with a
double and an RBI for a 3-1
Murray lead.
After Ted Poe walked,
Danny Teel unloaded a 2-0
pitch into rightcentgr for a
three-run homer and the
'Breds had a 6-1 had.
Brand- Managed a single
run in the third off Minor but
the 'Breds got it back in their
half of the third as Steve
.Soneibaugh singled and
scored on a double by Darrell
Niswonger.
low WI exnest AT NOIATT.- Ono of tbs tbs
Inds is when sesessai hits u hoonsres, the degas* maidsi to
for. • welcoming party. Itote; designated hitter Amy Toef•
(33) is greeted first by Darrel Niswongsr the. III Weems is
next ad behind Illsweagsr is Ted Pee, who cidithed a hossor
  - 
Then we have one bedroom apartments,
two'bedrOorn with either one or two baths, ••
'whichever suits your fancy.
Remember our professional management •
handles complete outside maintenance You're
never invoked in mowing, cutting, painting or
raking leaves awin. Fantastic!
Come by"-and spend a few minutes. But
'be prepared to Stay awhile. It will be worth it.
For you and your family. Here At Bend of the
•• Rivers..
, rms. we smog we ma um me an me sea im we awl •
11. Sihd nse,assie intarpiatiori
-
• 111. .01er *soZip . I
eat No do so Es an WI No am an lainkam me di
-turn sown- oh Keriludiy Highway 810 beltuSee Kuttavia
Rarkiry uare plel follow the ars. ,
fiend of the River; FIR 2 • konaws. Kentucky 42065 • 502-388-9711
Tony' Threatt's --Tar o- r un
single in the seventh produced
the final 'Bredruns.
Kevin fleurland 1iiTid the
seventh and gighthinnings.for
Murray. He gave up two hits
while fanning two. South
Bend, Ind., sophomore south-
paw Jack Schraw hurled . the
final inning ,ancliiga-ve up *oae-
hit while fanning two batters.
Beieral membe4s Id the
team are still •• lined-with
injuries or • .
Leftf, eft Tool* •
aidir out because'
ured hand and third
baseman Robin Courtney, who  
4 -4 1
his a pulled hamstring, was Nisirsioe.g 
1 0 1
  3 .11 1 ,
Calltichio40 4 1 .4
 1 $unable to play. -
is still suffering from a virus Brews an SOO 
100 3-74
while top hitter Torn Fehn is wurt" 
sei 040 20x 13-134
recovering from a sprained
ankle and though not playing,




lb; Pit The game 
, 'Weds, 'now finished
away with four runs in the with a lone and 
grueling
fifth for an 11-2 lead. homestand which fou
nd them
Al Luigs had the Only RBI playing every day, w
ill have .
hit in the inning, a one-run Thursday and 
Friday off •
single. Atitether run scored on before hosting Austin 
Peay to
a passed ball and two more a twinbill here 
Saturday at- 1
came in when Bill Wagoner hit p.m.
a slow roller and the Brown After the home 
twinbill
first basemart Couldn't come Saturday, the 'Breds 
will not
up with the handle. • play again until 
next Wed•
r1444Y_vir!en they P.taY, tr344-77
Middle Tennessee._
Doran Perdue continued his
hot hitting as everything he
touched with the bat turned
into a hit. In three official trips
the plate, Perdue had three
hits and -two of them were
smacked to the opposite field
in left, Lui,gs, Threatirand Teel
The win gave Murray a five rnaesmdl e reams in theteinferendi byes.
of six series against Brown. - The fact that 'all 10 teams -
the 
The 'Breds are now 1740 011.
season and will play an will be in: the teurnament
means "every youngster -will
frnportant twinbill at Austin
Peay today.
be knowing-Tie Will be going to
a basketball tournament and -
after 
....Western Kentucky is 2-0 hopefully plenty of them win--
• sweeping Murray and be going to another tour-
race 
the western division nament after ours has ended,"
while Austin Peay and
said Dr. Boyd McWhorter, .
Middle are each 1-1 and tied
SEC commissioner.-
for second,- • The coaference wM era:-
Unite to crown its basketball
4,r-400p‘taCtiWit_mx••the
regular
season ,schedule,- but the
tournament chaMpion
earn the conference's
automatic berth in the NCAA
championships.
The Associated Press
learned that the vote favorini
• Birmingham as the site was 8-






tournament at OW horpe floor,
the 23,0004eat Rupp Arena in
Lexington.
•
ATLANTA (AP) - The
Southeastern Conference's
first post-season basketball
tournament since 1952 will be
played next winter at the
Birmingham Civic Center.
.A11-10 SEC- tearni are to
compete in the 17,000-seat
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Wins Or Mariners Will Be
Alone A ndirigs Today
By The Associated Press Johnson. "I thlnk'eian give
them a little more: I usThe Minnesota Twins' and T'to .windup In the_inid.Seattle Mariners aren't soineuphere. There's just no
considered contenders in the way we're not a bettermerican L_eague. Wed- but bid/club than last season." • • '
- one them will be au in • On the other hand, people' _first place sometime tonight. _uspent_tess froth the Twins,
The major league baseball who held onto first place for'-Vann gets under-way when all TrftMay, most' of June andthose two teams square off in even as late as Aug. 15-16Seattle's Kingdome. The before fading to fourth, litt- -National League, kicks off games off the- pace. Although--Thursday afternoon in Cin-. Rod Carew and his .388 bat are establish- a winning at-.
-Rogerttushing: At Last, lieT
Has Chance Of Playing Ball
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & TimeaBparis Editor
Roger Rushing is versatile
He's also hung* and because
of that, he may be on the-verge
of finding himself; starting
spot on the Murray §tate
University football -team.
As a senior at Unidn County
High School, Rushing was one
of the most sought-after
Playoffs to Lexington Tates
Creek. He finished with over
1,000 yards passing 414, 600
yards on the ground. • -As a senior, his team liosted-
a 9-1 record and he again
Passed for over 1,000 yards
and rushed for over 700. ..in
two fewer games.
„I narrowed it down to the
schools I was going to visit and




"I spent about four and one-
half Wising with the -•
people at Louisville and I'd'
even signed the scholarship
after they left but I hadn't put
it in the mail. Then Bill Hina
assistantgoach last .season)
called me and talked me into
• driving down to Murray.
--Me moved to the Specialty
team and was injured' in a
game with Middle Tennessee.
A year ago, he was.,moved_
baCk to quarterback and was
second string behind Dickens
in spring practice.




















41 37 .526 9't
40 39 .. SOS 11
39 40 :494 11
. summer, somehow I'd • "I'm in tis good as shape as _
dropped down-to third striae'I've beeirin the Dist fie° years.
Rushing said. toned up through the .
_ Rushing bad a  noiwtsear ftir weight. program, my legs 
most
-
 of leet year... on the in shape from the running and
sidelines. I've always had good lungs.
"I have to admit it, .1 "The whole team is--reelly
developed a bad attitude. The . working at ft. Coach Liggitsit
coaches knew it and I knew It. (Tommie)' ha s -done vrondeirs
I was just going through. the' in the Weight program. P•in
metiens. We weren't winning. bench pressing .50 pounlis
a whole lot of games and I fejt, more than I waslast '
why not try something new? "My immediate goal is
But it hurts in every phase of play -to the best of my ability, -
your life when you do 18 turn loose and have flirt arid-T--'
something-Wog that, -play with-
"I'd made up my mind not how you have to play. The.
,
• to come back for this season: I coaching staff has done a
was through; But then, the super job with their positive-
coaching change took place type of motivating," Rushing
and I didn't know anything added.
about Mike Gottfried or tik "He fits irrteell with our
system. So over C•hristmai; I 'offense and he's accepting the - •
got together-with my parents challenge of running the, club."I was told I'd be redshirted NOrins 37 43 .463 14% and decided to give it one last I believe he's a winner,"
cinnati with. the Reds hosting back, the Twins lost league mosphere is important," Said a year then after that, they Roust 27 52 .342.24 shot. I bad aggliavo 
"Wank this lathe best team
we've ever had, including the




said Tuesday afe.,ihe Reds
rallied froth an 8-1 deficit to
beat the Detroit Tigers MITI
the final exhibition game.
'Your record in the spring
.doegri't really matter, but
winning some games late *7
Roger Rushing-
the Houston Astros, and MIX -ER/ ji„,„ier Larry_taisie Andoinen &Tingeing nut on pthtptps Kentae,rxi--.11,1% ikgreaothgto.-§witch--tauffer - • - - - - „I just wish we had 11 more. .4 1 IV































• However, not until just the
-.1.--40daY- -mikli----4w.-:theee --en---loonee--14-=liwirrehig-3theAirge---  per--me---rmbilkitc'Seakiri- -Past"m1Ple-af- 713"0113-1185---'1% first. ie—at la .school;-_hke--..: . ..3  - 31 48 .392 l5W ' program-0nd they -decided to
ST. • PETERSBURG, Fla.
- Thursday. pitch of the season. He will be wound down, the idefencling Rushing been nappy• And • was redshirted.-:-T-heit his Ind -----..: 30 50 .3ti5 17 ' find a place for him. . ' ,,t,
) The St. Louis -"Car-now, with first-string guar- freitiman year, Rushing was Paatie,Division "He'd„. worked so hard i.i-• ."‘ •• -
In their sophomore year, the opposed by Dave Goltz, who NL champion Los Angelesexpansion Matinkrs _hive to won  20.  jor Minnesota _last Dodgers seuffered their terback Mike Dickens second string quarterback x-Port - ---- ' .709 --- during the winter. workouts mats dropped one player andbetter last season's- mark of: season. ' seventh consecutive defeat, sidelined with an 'operation,--. behind Mike Hobbie. _ . _ p-Phns -1 ' 48 3I641 8 that we reallS, wanted toAry :then signed another Tuesday,
leaving them with the major
114411. - ,- - - ---; TheNatibilalie-iiiiiiorieiser bowing tiiihe Oakland-X,eg.g Roger Husift is. gag fp get ' 'One of * coaches liked Beetle- •-• ' 44 34 .564 frog. and find a spot- far him. We
league limit of 25 prayers. ,
. “As a second-year _club, pits Cincinnati's Tom Seaver -on- Jeff Nei,vman's- . two-run his chance. ' - ,.....- me what i . thought about p•Ldt  -* - 44 35 ...557 12 'tven considered trying him as
The Cards' announced that
people will expect more from against Houston's. • J.R. single in the eighth inning Rushing has served' his 41 38 .519 15 a defensive end," said --of-
moving to fullback. I wanted GldriStus,"'-says Manager Darrell Richard. ' even though third baseman time. And be feels the chance to play and even though I'd x-clinched division title fensive bickfield coach Dan 
right-handed pitcher George
' Ron Cey, sidelined since is welkieserveet never blocked for anybody in p-clinchedplayoff position Walker.
hamstringrreturned to action now I'm going to get my shot move because I felt I could get . deveiand 116, Buffalo 105 deserved a shot at q . in Spridgfield,- Ill., and that_ - ' and rapped out four hits. and I'm going to try 'andmake to play more. In two weeks.. I -New Jersey 129, Indiana 121 _ ,ierback. He catches . on eteran utility infielder Gary
nd has been signed to •
Tuesday night after a highly:_ second string behind Bernie 102 " a feel for the offen.se and he 
tal," said Al Campanis, the  ...  Dodgers' general - manager.
-received scholarnhiP offers The new coaches noticed, Roger anff- we'd be
-"Thibs are _tatting runnerup Lyman ' limb. By Oct. 1, I expect to offeliSel-which I felt I *as Midwest Division 'action -y Bostock--- in the free agrrnt---- win. We're absolutely ready, 
from over 100 universities suited for gaid_ my dad had x-Denv • 46 32 .590 - Roger Rushing, They noticed in great shape," Gottfried
scheduled for
not fro-in a rah-rah standpoint before finallyi -choosing 42 37 .532 .44 him Pushing himself in the added.
_ 
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"If wed have kept all our
players „together then it might.
impressive performance
spring drills earlier in the
afternoon. •
Behrendt:" 7 •-
Fits sophomore year, he
moved to tailback and was
t1ãiit105, Sew"Tork ioiT
San Antonio 125, Phoentirt.9
Chicago 116, Boston 1(14
runs the bap well.--His pa, ssing -
technique .really shines. He's -
just domg a super job and he . For info rmation,_•But injaries hane_kept us frame  Rushing is a jack of all first team after spring New Orleans 12er, - Phila. does so many things-well,' - 110-rdin.9„really playing ass unit a lot of tradea. And he wants to plajf practice. In his first two delphia 119 Walker added.
the-time, and that raakes_a big so' -badly, he'd just about tri games, he gained about 120 Golden State 130; Kansas-City inc option offense and roll-diff erenCe. - any position on the field. As a yards total net rushing and 119 - — type passing is my game and"We should have everybody.' Matter of fact, he just about then came down with a severe Houston 101, Portland 89 so they decided _to move me (Permanentready to go soon. I hope the
team-we've seen recently isn't
the team we'll see when the
season starts."
As the various_leanis ing, tailback, fullback ant__ the depth chart and.of-courser --New-Jeesey at Denver-- -stroggiOd fo out down to the might possibly have been, on the bench. Houston at Seattle
opening day limit otS players Playing as a defensive end had -
in the giL77-gog 24 in the- L. hew -given another
which is an an economy kien • chance at quarterback by the
this year, there were a couple
of surpristinaeals.
The Kansas City Rnyals sent
slugging first baseman John
Mayberry to the Toronto Blue
Joys for apla,yerto be named
later, opening a spot for rookie
sensation Clint Hurdle.
With Duffy Dyer out with a
broken thumb, the Pittsburgh
Pirates reacquired catcber
Manny SanguWen from the
Oaklaitil-A's for relief pitcher
Elias Sosa, outfielder Miguel




- Top-seeded Jimmy Connors
and second Seeed Bjorn Borg
of Sweden opened with im-
pressive victories in the first




Crealy of Australia 8-1, 6-3 and
Borg heat Leek Sanders of The
'Netherlands 6-2,6-3.
 gesameW
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES--
OPEN LAM. TIL 12 P.M.
SOME NEVER CLOSE
new MSU coaohing staff.
As a freshman at Union
County, Rushing played in
quite &few varsity games but
_broke a thumb and missed
lettering by just two quarters.
It was the first winning season ,
in the history of the school. His
sophomore year, he played on
a squad of-24 players and went
both „arays, playing quar-
terback and defensive half;_
back. His team went 7-3-
His junior year, he was high
jumping- '6-5 but after a
coaching change in football.
he gave up track and decided
to go full-steam ahead with
football.
"Under the new coaching
system, Union County in-
stalled an offense that was
just perfect for me. We had a
split backfield with a
wingback off tight end. I was
suited for a multiple offense,-
_Rushing said.
Evidently. His team egent_
10-0 in regular season play
before losing. in the state
Nommor
Blue IL Gold Clippings
By Mike Brandon
The MurrUt football coaching staff departed a linkbit from its e as day number four of spring footba 1'practice was Tuesday. - •
Instead of practicing on Monday, the staff spent the dioevaluating film from the previous three days and the players:of course, worked on the weight program.
"We just worked on teaching today, and didn't do any hitting," Racer coach Mike Gottfried said Tuesday night."We put in four new plays on ofteme and, worked on Ofledefensive coverage play. Toy, we're switching our at-tention to the kicking game and we'll be working on the punting, flett/igainzilittra points," Gottfried added.The results of Tuesday's workout were encouraging'."I'd say it was the best workout, as far as learning, ii-eyehad to date," Gottfried said. "The players are starting to NO-. a little more at home and so are our coaches.
"I feel we have some tremendous battling ft* positions
going on and we're showing a lot more intensity. I'd say we,cleared a major hurdle Tuesday and rm beginning to seesome light now. •"
.44.12430144424W0-• STORE. - "Bath ular 441a4.144114114 14141.411110110 110" Truithing.handleitthe.job wells tka-alleastaNihMilke pickens,"
fried added. • .
Dickens underwent surgery man, ankle wet is in Room 511at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. -365 DNS AND • Gottfried said the emphasis over the next few days will be
on individual work and within the next 10'days, the Racers
will have their first major scrimmage.
The public Is invitedttr the practice *elisions which nitt held
Kidded Dig .106••




at Murray so' I" decided, to
come here," flashy:1g_said
 to
Frazier has been sent to the
. team's minor league affiliate-March 26 with _A pulled "I've waited four years and my hie, I decided to make the i Tuesday's Games "But, we really felt he
ilit doesostmeolly concern the beat of it," Rushing said- -went Join -fourth string -to Tins- Angeles -103„ Milwaukee everything so quicklY• He has -a on rat
Chcgo 40 40 .500 7- weight program and going the
_Ataja...14,441-4Aiammaik.w.wCauliaans.1(oftoh.. -
has. sinus attack. He missed the Wednesday's Games back to quarterback and giveWhen Rushing came to next couple of games and Atlanta at Buffalo me a chance. They've got myMSU, he was recruited as a when he did come back, he Detroit at Philadelphia , attitude back to where itquarterback. He wound up found himself third string on - Los Angeles at Washington should have been. Football is







We now have the largest inventor/ in' 15 years. Sap/
buried us this winter but Spring is Itere and wet. roady to
trade.
All New 1978*''
Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles & Pontiacs
Going At Bargain Prices!
Any Reasonable Offer
Will Be Accepted
Wells Purdom,Jim Kuykendall & Mike Outland
r
•
FRANK-V:4—M ItY. (AP) — ii not ready to Say the-highly , Rams Aoki a news con-
Thoroughbred breeding 'contagious &leak ja ender terence that the only horses
eiteralionS could rilck •up in control.. - • • completely banned from_
KKritucky under eased .state Harris announced the paned further- breeding during the
restrictions after they were reettictioiSCTinsaday, Swat 4ne current breeding season will
druptrd by an outtreak-Titint after the U'S.-Department be mares actiselly infecte4.
eCluine venereal-disease... of Agriculture banned the with the venereal disease.
However, federal travel shipment, of thoroughbreds • He said mares which have
restrictions on thoroughbred • bred butte Kentucky to other only been exposed to the
horses bred in the Bluegrass states until,. the disease and even stallions dial
Rate remain in effect and • disease—contagious equine are ipfected, can resume
' state Agriculture -Cern— metritis, or CE14---has been breeding if they. receive
missioler Tvgn  Harris sYs he celltr0.4.4 _ --CleatIbillabealtit- •
•
---
Harris said- he could Pt say
the disease, appareirtly
imported from Europe, is
under control, but only three
new otisave cultures within
the last 10 daysertainly
indicates we are to better
shape than we were: •
Harris said 21 mares are
-known to be infeetedi.rwhtisr.
another 86 mares have been
ex .- He said the 08 along
with Smaces importiolt.tate-
..
4-111 NI II MI S Hi IS II Hi as s us es mi as ei II
, A li _ILIUM II ail •111 a 
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•••• or 41=1 r.1 IIIII 11111 111
al b — ill 111 1
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Flex bison+
Protein Conditioner














Comport pistol grip dryer, full 1000 watts, its the
kind professional stylists vu. Model NB 1707
Kentucky inthe.past year, are
being quarantined until tests
are run on them. If the tests
are negative, they will, be
allowed td-hebreel.
Also being tested • are
another 400 mares bred to
_ The new regulation, irinch
became effective . Tuesday,
also - repealed- . another.,
regulation due to go Into effect -
that .ay that would have
required Only artificial in:-
semination on farms with
stallions—it Earths with ex- infected or exposed horses. -
peed or infected liontea. Harris said that
Eleven stallions have been requirement, adopted • last
tested pOiitive or have been week, was removed as a
bred to mares which later Aar_ac_Licalsteeafter Jockey_







No relief him sines losedscis pi
conceived . through. artifictxt
Insemination. Without such
registration a tho bredTit
cannot race in Arneri .
While the imps of the
USDA ben,• which could
discourage out-of-state
owners from sending mares to
. tentiicky far breeding, is ,
unknown, in-state breeding
operations apparently' Could
return to pear normal under















Reg, e2 gg Sale
•-Mari -ate several
broodmares in Kentuceaptr77-
• mb-relhiin 400 stallions whichi -
are appareatly free-to breed if
•they-tentnegativwfor CEM.
Harks, notinehe disease is
new to horsemen, said be will' •
press for federal funds for
researth in cintecting and
combating CE114.'
-At this poinl, we will just
keep'our fingers crossed IMP:













Cardinal Red, Bristol Blue,
























































Means LowerPrices JUST WAITING FOR yo•
Peac.hew
• FREE $100.00 BILL-
Given Away Each Week.
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
— Last Week's Lillian Steele
Winner Rt. 8, Murray
lkfy No Cards To Punch •Atr You-504i-
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
'Morning.- -
.Ern plt yea; of Parker! and Men. Families not eligible to win .Adults •
only may register, .You do not have to be present tomari
Center Cut 954 Lb.
First Cuts
Armour Teit Tender i Armour Test Tender
Round Bone ater-Boneless 
-
lrasb W.
Chuck 17Shoulder I Catfish- 1-Roast I -Roast Steaks-$119 
1 
$119 I 99c -
lb. r 1 HD
 I
We Reserve the
















worth drainage • hie and from other counties in the  e 
a n.
ditches. • • „ state, made estimates of 'the
Scott isn't the only farmer in causes of "non-point" stream Le'well.. ,„•,M27211t„,_._ ,,,.___,: ___,,-",_„,_"- • talw"resiik."- . .4... ,,..
Muhlenberg County facing the erosion in their respective "•`• 'I', '""'w "'iv° L'"umo; 
. '"'"' '''''' — thinft,_ .  _.__fc'r
no Slackening of her enormeue ... -ffving--nly WOrire---anw
problem of erosion from districts. said at the Egyptian location
from his farm, acres of far- farmers put strip-mine wastes Southw-e$t.. in October. '1 would never getabandoned !Ames. A few miles The Muhlenberg County - married again; that lust
inland Scott said produced at the top •:4 their list. The • )
corn less than 15 years ago is malority of the - counties,
eed- When 
flooded- by orange. scum- -however, listed soil erosion Honor Roll . c en't---grqssuccr" and leave yr
covered water. from cropland as the biggest
Sediment from mine wastes polluter of streams. Tbe non- is.- Listedhas filled the creek, turning point pollution could cost $1.)
f unerals-
N. _
John T. Sensing, student teacher from Louisville demonstrated 
the con-
Sirvistspri pf a cer,unic birthday cake for Murray Middle"Scho
ol art students
of Mrs,..)ean Geurin, From left, irltick Catitiy, 
non Bafttett
and Linda Burns watch lensing stuff the_ 
der wilt. _
newspaper in the first step of the project









Hawaii's first 24-hour satellite
' live television service from
the mainland has been
ltELPWILLE---,' (APrn-11181P1TIreYth1trwhOlTratich in Atlanta"
. "At Oils time, the-thrust of
Section 208 is trying to prevent
future problems rather than
repair past damages," Marlar
Oceanic CablaliTon—arid
Cablevision  Inc. beganthe
new service Tuesday when TV
- signals were -beamed to the
islands from Atlanta's WTCG-
As muchas 50,000 of Wayne • Johnson, Con-
Muhlenberg County's 307,000 servation for the Soil Con._
acres have been ruined by servation Service hi
strip mining,_ a soil - Cow Muhlenberg County, saysSuch
servationist alya, and Ian- is the case in many parts,..of saki.
downers are lacing new the county.
Film-Star Tama-70federal legislation will offer a "I've put an estimate on it of
rerriedy. 50,000 acres that have been
One of those landowners is stripped, and, another 50,000 IF--
Billie Scott, who made what he that have been ruined. It
now considers an expensive- would all be Prime farmland IL,7 IS- ---
mistake 10 years ago. A it wai drained," JOhnsonsaid;
geologist convinced him to let Some.pf the mine wastes are
an acre of his land be more than 20 years old,
_ -70-001.071101Vi
a coal seam on a neigh- intended to prevent erosion
baring farm and runoff." HOLLYWOOD 
( AP )
Photos Ity Kaye Peebles
—LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) -
You give- us your appendix,
--Well Live you a. chance at a
-$4-,000 vacation. that eould be
the advertising Pitch of a
hospital which is trying to lure
elective surgery patients in on
normally idle weekends.
- David Brandsness, the 42-
• year-old administrator of
unrise Hospital,
acknowledges that hard-sell
Joyce Wink *ilialeof ft, Fier- advertising usually is not
1116:11-1IRSIkorit A4111TAY associated :with .health ' care
- - 7 • --
energies She declined a an oboe redtai on the cam- wrong with At apdhe 
atlas-
temporary coal road built UntilrecentlY. colld be- 
Bette-MAI doesn't hide her recent birthday interview - pus Sunday, 
April 9. that it haa m1'14071,100 °It
teighbor lnd to orphan spo -
railroad tracks along banks, but landovniers hope either. "I
t's just another Academy Awards and all in the Recital Hall Annex of .
Thompson Creek is now a darn Section 208 of the EederirI birthday," she says of her 70th 
-that." She has spent 47 years the Price Doyle Fine Arts
- flooding about 20 acres of a Water Pollution Control Act today. "A big one,
 I'll admit, in films and during the past Center, the program will in-
cornfield on Scott's Land. will offeia-retnedy. ' but I don't believe in 
bir- .year appeared in three dude works by Bach, Hin-
h  n sa done about the il 
' • _
from • -age bUt She doesn't dwell on it, 
'I'm much to busy with-the Sciseduledlo begin at 2 pan__osts.
Sunrise is a 484-be" faciL4
that had_been bothered by
problem common to hospitals..
Expensive equipment at the
$40 million facility was
overworked during the week
but lay nearly unused :on
weekends.
- So adonewith a local ad-
Movies:. Disney's "Return demith, Schumann, and
And the luil of minewastes Last fall, Scott arid other thda"-- '
on both farms is washing into members . of . the county's An expectable response 
from Witch Mountain," the Telemann The recital is in •
the rest. of the field, clogging conservation district board of 
from an actress who, unlike television film 'Harvest partial fulfillment . of the
seseen. 1 thousand. dollars super!** as Iwo as sow some others, has never 
been Home" and the'-all-titer, bachelors-degree-in music._ --
reluctant to reveal her age: Agatha Christie • traysnery duc tio
She was born Aid- I S, 1908 in "Death on the Nile," her 65th
you, it can be very lonely.
Luckily for me, _I've got my
work to fill the gap."
billion to reiriedy. ifiKentuCky. — 
- ' -Wben she is not working in
films, she goes on the road
State officials have not The honor roll for the first
with 
her one-woman show,
decided what action to take to six weeks of second semester . 
_
screening highlights fn-her
clean up Kentucky's streams, at Southwest Calloway film career and eetfirnenting
But the state's plan could Elementary School has been on h life...and work
Leroy Lamb Dies At f, follow the 
.recommendations released by principal Roy.. mistiba
of Louisville's __twee Cothran, as follows: 
vis has always been '4.4 •
development district, which Sixth -Grade - Cindy
Hospital; Funeral Jackie Stelgart-wt-thriraaw:‘'-ifirlionrJeff Dowdy. Micah
tucidana Regional Planning Edwards, Shannon Ford,
Being Held Today and Development Agency Andy „lobs, Venda Murdock,deltribes as non-regulatory. Jennifer Wee; Melissa
Leroy Lamb. father of Mrs:-
The program will establish Richerson, lance Sims, Renee
Jerry Hale and Mrs. Ray
a committee to_nionitor Water Taylor and Daron Wilson.
Cummings of Murray, died
quality in the metropolitan Seventh Grade - Carl
Monday at 8:30 a, in. at
area and will use an Anderson, Donna Coles', Lynnthe Cothran, Mark Gibson, Mark
•
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 68 years of
age.
The deceased was a builcruig-
contractor and resided at 1214
Sunnyside Drive, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Vela Lamb; daughters,
Mrs. Hale, Mrs. Cummings,
Murray, Mrs,.. Joe Smith,




The funeral ,is being held
today at-.tyro p. in. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Rte. W.
E. Skipper officiating.




Barber, and Jesse Wilson..
Burial will follow in the
Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
















Hutson, Regina Morris, Billy
Murray and Billy P'Pool.
Eight Grade -- Penny
Beavers, Jenise Boyd, Karen
Carraway, Tad Dowdy, Mark
educational approach to en-
courage farmers, builders and
others to use soil conservation
practices to keep pollutants
from washing into streams.
Ultimately, however. wasn't in my nature, but I
problems such as Muhlenberg Jackson, Patrice Fleming._ realized that you have to force
County's mine wastes may be Lynn Eldridge, Darrell yourself to fight for what you
almost unsolVeable, according Overby, Brad Miller, Dan- want or they simply won't
to John to:tartar, head of the netta Morris, Lori Murdock, respect you. I never would
Environmental Protection Bill McCallon and Lisa have had the same career if I -
Agency's technical support_ Phillips .hadn't fought."
Committee pabout -Named Ian --The
 only Oh* I worry
is - dying without a
cigarette in my mouth. People_
CINdNNATI lAP) -- They
tried to -help, ,Now they need
-aid because pf what they saw
Ida last Mai-1 '6re that killed
165 people at the Beverly Hills
Supper Club.
"Many of these people were
traumatized by reaching into
a pile of bodies and cortillig-
'away with only -a hand, said
--Jack Lindy', ca7chiector of the
Eire-- Aftermath Center.,
"Many of the people who -
worked as volunteers have
complained of having -
-- free and _opal In j.r corn- nightmares.
merits, and the.e_,afe some of "The bodies and the scene of went out, or yes, we went bags and try to discover some calves and vealers steady:
hewremarks in recent times. .-, the • •morgue- • are •• common through those rows of bodies clue for myself. --- feeders continue downward;
-"I've always known the elements in most of these at the morgue." ------ "That's when I knewthat I'd weights under 500 lb 4.00-8.00
value of the press. They're dream." --- " Many volunteer- firemen. been there too long." , - lower for three days trading;.
just as valuable as the per- Lied, said Tuesi:lify-That-or who battled the blaze have weights -ever-.5004b---1.004.00.-
formances you give; you can't the. 50 people the center has, gathered to talk about their
exist without them. That is ,seen since opening in January, common experience, Lindy
something that is lacking'. one-third were people who said. A benefit_ performance
today. Young people don't tried to help after the fire at for the children of the sur-
realize the value of publicity.. ;the. Southgate, Ky., supper vivors grew out of a desire by
They're fools." club. supr club employees to get
-"It took me along time to- center, located at the together again.
learn to fight. In the beginning University of Cincinnati Thomas Eisentrout, another
I wasn't that way at all. It College of Medicine is trying panel member; admitted that




vertising agency, the hospital
came up with a plan. Elective
surgery patients are given a
chance to win a trip, valued at.
Up ta.$4,000. to Wherever they
want to go, in a lottery. And it
worked.
The free trip promotion has
been in effect a little more
than a year, and "-it's in-
creased .our weekend ad-
missions by about 60 percent,"
Brandsness, said Tuesday.
"We've moved-up from about
Nctirliknatients admitted on
the weekends. That's par-
ticularly appropriate at this
hospital, where at midweek
we're running extremely full
and at times have had taelese
off admissions at midweek."
The program benefits more
than the weekly winner of the
trip, Brandsness said, because





He said rates at Sunrise, one
of eight hospitals in southern
Nevada, "are probably 3 to 7
percent below the majority of
the hospitals" in the area.
Stock Market
Prices of stock °fiscal Wendt at nom
EDT, today, Awntsited to the Ledger &
Tim.. by Ent of klichigm, Carp., at
Murray, are as %Bows:
Industrial Avenge  +OM
Airco CI% unc
Air Products 25% unc
Ashland Oil 27% -%
American Telephone 41% +46
Ford-Meese •:- ..- .,-,--,-.---, 41114 +.44
General Motors  'ill +14
Gettetid Tire 14.+t4S 
Goodrich 4. '  11% sac
Hariblols. _ .. ...WI +ii
IBM. TIJIWILIJILLA-•-• .14210% +MI
McDonald& , MI% -46




raft ' Ill% 446
Wendys -,., . 404 MO Mk
Ain. Motors ... , ..... ', . . . 4% 46,
Market Report
Moral State SersSce
Iltswelmoo Alma 4/41g Morimi
• MIL wwsisrs a
.People alongOw of .bodies *UP hew Sow. "any 1.00lower
r had been brought in for n SM.5041.75 few 40.09tlification after the fire. ii-3S,   1144.004452
The last days were the* gt..4,„,..ant. Mi0643.411
 $4.1.01144.00
most difficult," he said. sor:s
"People kept coming back, tuig lAnt •
trying to find people: they us 1-3 akin lbs .. .. .4141.411
thought had died in the fire. us 1-43 se 
"I'd get angry with the some do,imlam.00
Federal Bureau • of '"'w "wetly 
InVestigation or the. dental • LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
technicians who were-working USDA - Estimated receipt'
on establishing identities. I'd cattle and calves 2000; limited
say, -Why can't you give these slaiighter steers and heifers
people the bodies they want?' -.V.; Cows opening steady
"I'd go into the property to , .50 lower; bulls steady:
of disa,sters such as Beverly
Hills in addition to helping
people who were affected .br
the May 28 fire.
Lindy, participating on a
panel at an Ohio Hospital
Association convention, staid
some of those he has seen.laial _
suffered severe depressions as
help.
"They shared not only the
trauma and shock of the -
situation, but the guilt that
they had survived," the
, psychiatrist said.
Some people have come-
together to share their
--cnnunon experience.
"They . have -*right each
other out," Lindy said. "They
are dealing with deaths of a
unique and sudden quality.
Few people can share with
'-them the experience that 'yes,
we were there when the lights,
he has been affected by what
he saw in the aftermath of the
fire. - '
"When I talk to people who
were survivors of that night, I
am 'hearing 'what they say
through pictures in my own
mind," said Eisentroot, a
chaplain at • 'Children's
Hospital.
have suggested that I give up the result of their efforts to He recalled how he escorted
Addition' At Country Club ._:.,,,whaoktEi ,rtfoorw?,..,,ch I answer,
A committee has been
named by the board of
directors of the 'Murray
Country Club to-develop plans
for an addition to the present
clubhouse.
Appointed to the committee
were. Dr. Joe Reitroat,
Tommy -Sanders, Club
president E. L. (Red) Mitre,
Jr., Pete Hulse, Richard
Knight, Mrs. Betty Lowry, A.
W. Simmons, Jr., and Walter
Jones as the chairman. .
Of the group, Rezroat
Sanders. HoweAnd-itiees are
members of the :present
board.
• • Following the development
the 
has been .asked to present its
recommendations to the
general membership at • an
early summer special
meeting.
At its regular monthly
meeting Minday merit inc
Award also voted to up-grade
-the- eliding lighting on the
.club's twit lighted tehnis
courts. The move is expected
to improve the lighting on the
courts - two of four at the
club . by an estimated 40
percent. .
In Other actions, the board:.
- Approved the purchase
of two additional poolside -
furniture stitig"
-- Called a special meeting
of-the board for 4 p.m. April 6
to Consider 1:44s on con-
struction of a shelter and
storage buliding in the tennis
courts area and to determine
its location; ••••' - •
- Approved eight mem-
: . beriltip lipplicetions tub- -
mittad4 Dr. Charles and
6141 0MIP/Irahl'44.-41#11,-Inn.
concernea;-̀3411ill. snitimne





Below dam 325.8, down 1
Barkley Lake,? a. m. 354.0
Below dam 328.5, down 0.4;,
Sunset Cll. Sunrise 5.37
16th St . FranktindEmMY
'Edwards, 1,110 Cotinty Cork
Drive, Hag& and Ann Haney,
Rt 7; .Dean aflvI Lynitta
Moses, 220 Gates h, Joe
and Mary Rigsby, It. 6; Jo
Williams, 1512 Can erbury
Ur.; Bill Kopperucl: 71 ain ;




was my first step up the
ladder, the first time I was
considered possibly a really
good actress. The character I
played was the first bitch
*heroine on the screeri, and
none of the well-known
actresses would play it."
-''.Nuts to growing old.
Don't you ever believe that life
begins at 40 or that it's won-'
derful to be 70. I'd give
anything to be•30 again. Every'
so often somebody asks me
Isvc .211111-1Wr face, lifted. I
*IWO WI-them, 'Would I
lot* 'this If I did?"
tidokthe key to life,,





- The wreckage of two World
War II lighter planes that
crashed in 1944 has been found
50 miles southeast of
Fairbanks, the Army says.
Maj. Rick Kiernan said
Tuesday that markings on the
two P-39 Airacobras indicated
that they were among the
hundreds of military planes
involved in U.S. aircraft
deliveries to the Soviet Union.
Kiernan said the wreckage
was found -by a trapper on a
500-foot hill. veaters 50.00-45.00; a few high
ghoice and prime up to 72.00;
7/
z. good and choice 120-260 lb
SILL SIGNED.— Gov. Julian (Arndt affixes his signature TO Senate 119 at.
berg, Rep. Aliens Craddock of Hirabettitown and Sets. Richard Weisenbeiger of
vtaytield observe Kerberg, general manager of the °AAR, Area Chamber of Com-
merce, lobbied the 1978 General Assembly in favor of Senate 119, which amends
state laws on products tidally suits; Weisenberger was a prime sponsor, and Rep
Craddock guided the bill through the House,
•
loWlitt_- •  
Slaughter steers choice 1123
lb 51.00; mixed good and
choice' 250-1050 lb 47.7548,.40;
slaughter heifers choice 885 lb




a few high dressing _in-
dividuals 39.50-39.75; cuttftr
32.00-35.25; canner and cutter
under 800 lb 27.0042.501
slaughter bulls yieigradicl-2
1430-1595 lb 43.7545.75: Yield
grade 1-2 10(0=1960 lb 40.00-
43.75; yield grade 2 34.01)-
40.00; slaughter calves and
n:4 ate choice 150-260 lb
40.00-50.00; choice 310430 lb •
calves 40.00-48.00: feeder
steers choice 339-500 lb 50,00-
, 56.00; small lot 441 lb at 60.00:
500-700 lb 49.00.52.50; 700-815 lb
49.50-50.75; mixed good and
chbice 330-500 lb 44.00-50.00:
500-860 lb 45 00-49.50, good 320-
860 lb 40.00-46.00; a few
standard down to 36,Q0;
heifers choice 320-500 lb 43.00-
47.75; 500-750 lb 42.00-4415;
mixed good and choke 340-748 •
lb 38.00-43.00; good 35.00-39..00;
Hogs '2009 e5timate-11F '
eludes 1200 feeder pigs;
barrows and gilts 1.50 lower;
1-2 220-240 4b 45775-45.95; 1:3
210-240 lb 45.254.75; 2-3 210-
. 260 lb 44.50-0.25; 34 220-280 lb
----
4350; -soy& 50-1.00 lower anis'
opening steady; r-11,300-400 lb
40.50-41.50. 400-450 lb 41.50:
42 50, 450-500 lb 42.50-4350; ,
500-600 10 43.5644.5k-these up
to 45.50 early, boars over, 300
1b35.00-36.W;
Sheep 25; slaughter hoihs
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ifimiliSil Spence Fair Awards
UN RSTANDING-
-DRUG ABUSE
a health column from the
'Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health AdministratiOn
. • Deparfment Of Health; Plucation, and Welimear. 
- A. eithibt.---Atlary
High School junior From
Paducah captured the grand
award and three 'other top
honors here Saturday in the
annual Science and
Mathematics Fair at Murray
State-University.-
Katie LaGets's study of the
effect Of sodium , nitrite on
living organisms *Si 'judged
the top science project shown ,
among the -tri9r.t. then' Or
elementary, juniorIndsenier




Baker, Concord Eterreentary,-Padticoli, • Pltfrriari,- 'Jackson; second:awe Wes • -51141/;,, ..„— _.... “:".- - — . Ataine;--11rho--Teport - - -7--
• ilaeond.am Ow* biati..0 rareen; and gigh.d. li.rsi, ca., and, ;turd, greg "An 
Adialciravy Disorder" , Cent Federal studies on to
05155 Bluth, Trigg County, third. Ronson, Jackson. Honorable mention: "Two-thirds Of the people bacco use isave turned up
` • in our Nation who have ever ,.alarming indifference on theHoniara* mantle; • Lain-a Walden, Bobby Phelps, Fredonia :Nand I. 
ase. .
-121*-1111womalmf Richard Sams, owe, Ilearsion, lawayi and Deborah Ana
smoked cigErettes.are now ad- part of American 'smokers to
Canard 1111imsentary.; and Molly Yancy; ;Lark. ;
WIIIIRI,Taddrtla. . Electientary. Group. First, 'Gregg dicted to a 'daily cigarette in- 
the dangers of. smoking.
•
Rood and 1111 Herge Sheimer, Clark second. Nitfilay`Hill tied Steve Bolden. intake than that which exists 
siunDeiiPoitzterAisiodnismv.ayh
eicdhthamany
e, Shatimptaiy , Group: First, Karen Stewari and Lee Willingham, Jackson; take. That is a much Jaigher
42WilentarY; second. arse earesbaalallat ;Carnal_ Mid . third, Susan SeanurYi re.; Mining_ :bpoin.......har bingos.  _ people :.111111t toward drug
alscn!,nwla cameo and third, Kelly Gay . Susan Morreau and Sherri Yancy, Clark. or any. liTher drug users." : hablIS - tines not arise over
and Marmot Lain, Cooper E/smentary, Honor. Mention: Lynne- Hall, Amends , • t.
_Paducah. EamilealiaMMOMLBsodgEL Hobba aad Mollie Morgast, Oat* Shoo- ' '. $0- state" Eir. Robert Du- 
equally hirtriful tobacco
and Mara . aadma.._..„.eongl,re do Mathis and Pare Emerson, J r—IrCint, a*eli3f-Ttir The- Na- -trabif3' And Ise is particularly -
lenlent111: DiT1M-Pdireta iind Kathy and Liz White. and Robin at th, tiOnal ,flatitute on Drug concerned that young 
people
/Um warbre--_alw' Mitzi Morgaa, Clark . --- attar ilialL inclitdOM: lkneefialie"....n.Y., .. . _leaks,. _sh.at rsgarette amokinit
v.ho may start smoking do not-Johnston, ' ;adman Eleinentary; and Clark .. 
......
Elemantieg. Sieved., Ora *arm IllIdan Muriel C. can be habit forming. '
leder IrRavninal. Feektene'eMola Maurer, Heah, second; and Michael
4s. — Tor 11113 Cca..SOCI DUPDXII_
More ' than 1,200 studenei -1 rt 411"111""  isiainli'ellkli"tt ii# ' Jobe Natmen,St. MWY. third- 
Honorable ., , -, .
. i...., lhal. mention: Vicki Lynn Lefton, St Mary; wants the 
American renew io
,.
from 23 Western Kentucky , Junior High inataidaal; link liala Mak. Robby CurraY RicheYreartetlan Clwa- start thinking of 
tobacco use
COunties and three in Ten- ib..., wars. ascard, Y. St- 'Um. and Aiwa Lava. Minadigme MM. _ , as "an addictive 
disorder." -.
nessee participated in the day7_ IgneY; and third,11m0D1 Waft Junior_ Migh, Group :` 
first, Jane - -
15Earahle Mend/64 Steer- DrillnKT Elizabeth-- Workman mid Kim -Word, in the same Vein, Josephlong event. CM** County; 1100 Ink 0".61,' °mew Heath-, second asatiottee Badloy anti - Califano, Secretary of the De-
file**. • • ' - --2.- • - _. ..- --,-'-- =•-• • , --111.--Pottair, -X.- Thema, Mora; partment of Health. :Educe-
. . 'Maar IRO. Greta): and, third, Michelle Allen and Leah' tion, and Welfare,- has an-
'en* elad_.., .._ _011111- Ilande,rwa• Health; animbler, Heath. Memoreble mention: flounced a new . Federal anti-' aimailbamwevaisfilsomriiiikir 
-- 
punt, 4.4., :11.- 3r one. tins:
. category, exhibited the best
senior high project shown and
was one of three entrants
_ -
with its science awards.- ...
Miss LaGeese and her
science teacher at St. Mary,
Sister Mary Leon Riney, also
won all-expense tilpti to-
Anaheim, Calif,. iirligay te
participate in the In-
,;• ternational -Science and
Engineering Fair sponsored
by Science Service, In.,
Washington, D. C.
•
DISCUSS TRAIL — Debbie Smith, huliana UniverSit , T. C Flory, Indiana' Uni;ersity;
Jane LelOudis, North Carolina State University; e' Cummings, Weskern
University; and Pody Gay, University of Missouri, discuss a proposed interpretive trail
for -Braricknr-SprIng Grobp-Tatriff as pirf of an au -day probienf solving expenence
during the recreation consortium.
• The daughter of Mr. and--
Mrs. G. J. LaGeese, Route IL__
Whipporwill Lana, - Paducah.--
Katie also Wiin first place in 111411A1114-11014 DOW inleennen and Beath; Felecia Hay", Carlisle County;
the individual biology - DOM .-1.- ',Mon, Neva. - Idandlit and Kevin Farley, Benton.
• Dialtrable 
.
laa_CDPIMIn.— &MOP- -High-, -Individual—Deborah. .
llamiteam : tem um. we Tana MON. lir* . Cooper, first, • Paducah Tilghman;
allaaalaV a" "bia• lad" ' ma . is lima". wood, Barry _E.Wott, Lone Oak; and,
lama takidlis. , , „.. ..., --- -; , ;third, Danny- Williams, St. Mary-.
---Biskyy___Is aLvt romanor Ingix maiviand. gate Arnett., fliew.:61... -smudgier-Sten • thestrath; -
ard. . Iteldtmut,
_boor High.,b13,49ffoui;, Carla jandfaa And Senior High, Grouin•Julie Bruges', fir-'
Pamela Ho ,•,Reldland. first. ' - st ; -eecorala,Loren Heruihaw; Arid Blake




hopes win be "the most
Anrrius, and hard-hitting_
program against smoking that
this counr.. has ever had,"
Califitt who kicked a
1 115C- ay sm ing ha
it "Iwo years ago al the in-
sistence of his -son, flatly




of Curriculain, Marriii Ia.
ependant Schools
people." H e refers _to smok- ,. • : Deborah
SAN ANTONIO — Airman - ing, alcohol • excess, ' obesity,Elementary, Individual; First, Cass - Caughlin, Carlisle County; Jeffrey Pur-
men Gardiet-swond, Ellsabeei-LM4c cell and Hill Heller, Lewes: and soRdra -Walter E. Proctor,- son of and accidents as "the Four
son; and Jo Etta Funderbock, third. All Troutman and Sherry 
Mayfield,
retired U. S._ .r.k*Iny.....R.rst 
Hpooinstesminesa-reocf- eniPrt utdhy" 
whaii•cihd
are from JaAson' Elementary. Reidlarid- - - ' •
Kim Griffin, Jackson Elementary; and
Honorable mention: Sonii Gause 'and . • - olubgy _ Sergeant and -Mrs. .fbert- •-_.. dcieaaitmhs , ifhrat there arnreg.
r"elated •
• - -- - FriententerrY _ _Indleideit: -,IPM*..- 
Proctor of Rt. 5, Murray, has •
Ira laddest, lawless lalssa. lOsstap. lung , cancer each year.
• Elementary, Group: First, Teresa Heather Renee Bonne,- Jackson; ram 
been selected for teettnical- -
' Ann Beavers, Stephanie Elizabeth Parraa an. "Mk Camay, Sada: arid- Jak'":11-airling at Sheppard 
AFB, " Califano anticipates a cam-
-Merin Menthe Harper and Ira Rene tlans, third, *dom. Honorable -men- Yeic in the Air force aircraft Paign that will focus on sits--
The best physiea exhibit. .pattoil, &ems Elementary, Paducah;
shown, a study- of elector second, Steve Gene Woods, Morgan
statics, was exhibited Elementary, Paducah; and, third 
Andra
assostr. Cooper Elementary.
liancy.Darlene Wax/es...11.AV tire 
student - at 'Christian County 'tillage, lorlimert -Career, leslai. issaf
Middle School and the
Honorable mention. i.e
daughter of Mr. and. Mrs.
E. Eindes,- Route 2, Herndon. se**, Moab leaniallteet Tema *wee, ant
Dale Arnett, 16, a junior at uft"*",., •
ROM Individual Alex Wood
Paducah Tilghman High fi;;,"oprw:cai,InIghnuth. paai
School,.Paducan, won the best ' Joseph lAteemann,StSfir's, second
earth science project .award • 614+Inekt
with water pollution study-- leagazdary, ladbridual: Susan
of-the Ohio River. He is the son Saw* &at, 
Omit Elementary.
111100111d, LAW leo* lark failsosers Callasy
Om our. and Mrs. Wilarn C. . third, Todd Paul Leatherman,
Arnett,__ 1041 Honorable
Paducah. mention: Melinda - Marie
Carroll, CeeitMrd Elementary; James
The most outstanding
mathematics exhibit of the sis esesswiccierkinsew.tem,.
fair' 'was that of John wlenzentneY, Grout,' Brat Scott
Alaygempler kik a sentor,steliee- Cooper Elementary: amend,
jelly 'Teed Miller, Clark . Elementary;
at Paducah Tilgtunan and the ma Honey WA Twiny 1.,,„uay
son of Dr. and Mrs. John Potter. and Sonya Seater,' Cooked
-Elementary Honorable mention:
Lewin& McGai-y, Symsonia Sheer,.
Powell, Cooper: and awe awe osa Moe
Mew carom,.
Junior High. Individual:mama eleasar—
'ma". Nada. "da Cane" as. las idenes..
...it ad LOW Casio Ihsberst boa et
maaatiorable mention:
SON Tway, SW Calbas; laereAr!
*ma MVOs.
Junior kill, GPOW:fini, larew
i'lasosa limas fills.
Cbeadairy
Elementary. Individual: First, Calvin
Wood. His project was a
computerized study designed
to learn as much as possible
about the romplex problem of
alcohol addiction from a group_
of rats in a limited period of
time.
Susan Burgess, 11, a sixth
grade student at Clark
Elementary School, Paducati,
won the award- for the best
geography exhibit in the fair
with her model and demon-
stration of a water turbine
dam. Her parents are Mr_ and
Street.
Mrs. Miller Burgess, 2980 Clay convention April 8 -
Deborah-Cooper, 17, a junior Kentucky Republicans kick F(1URTH DISTRICT
at Paducah Tilghman, had the
best Chemistry project at the 
off a two-year effort to capture p.m., EST, -Fri., April 7,
fair with her study sickle 
additional seats in the Carrollton, Middle Schaol;
cell anemia and a related 
Congress and win the FIFTH DISTRICT.- 1 pin.,
chemical analysis of the effect 
governor's chair at the 1978 EST., Fri., April 7, Laurel
of peptide. inhibitors on nor- sat
State-C,onvention at 2 p.m.,
Frankfort. 
County Circuit Courtrotim,
., April 8 in London;
Conservative U. S. Sen. SIXTH DISTRICT - 11 e-m.,
Orrin Hatch, a Staunch op- EST., Sat., April 8, Frankfort
ponent and articulate Sports Center;
spokesman ' against the SEVENTH DISTRICT - 11
Panama Canal treaties, will a.m., EST., Fri., April-7, Pike
be the keynott sneaker. County Courtbotise, Pikeville.
Sen. Hatch was virtually GOP State Chairman Lee
unknown in Utah political
circles - at the Start of 1976
when he filed for the Senate.
'With the support of former
California Gov. Ronald
Reagan, the 42-year-old at-
torney won -the Republican
nomination and swept to a
surprisingly large victory
over Veteran Democrat Sen.
Prank Moss.
The biennial convention is a
.s
.climatic step in the
curreet reorganizati drive
to fill grassroots, county,
district and state Party ...campaign on. We have a
leadership, posts. TWenty
growing number of candidates
members of the State Central Capable DI being elected this
Committee, gaurning body of
year and next. All these
the Republican Party in factors will be evident at the
Kentucky, will be elected at State Convention."
the Convention. Newly elected GOP county
Twenty-one members wni
chairmen and •vice-chtiirmen
be eleeted to the C,ommittee will be honored at a luncheon
during Congressional Dietrict with the state central corn-'
• Junin,- high, 'Firm Brian 
Conventions to be held within mitten Immediately prior to
i.e.., teaser '
Parrot and John James, Heath; second, 411'hbUrS Of the sfate meeting. 
-
st "Y; and 
third, 
Dan" Ha" and schedule follows.
FIRST. DISTRICT 7:00_ Following the convention
Eric !Meet. Maar CST, -nun., the .-Gominittee will, honor
• Thy' ift"kim and jeff •Caddn14111 ClauStY Courthouse. Republican elected annals at
,Prilleeton ; a reception 7- An. awards
micary. Met. Smataptia: second. Sitleetiir.f DISTRICT - 7:30 banquet in recognition of
DannY w (lark. Woe °an; eeld Wan p.m., EST, Fri., April 71 outstanding county and 'state
11 siiillven lent Oilklhird•
Senior High, Group: !lilt, Detstrah' 
County. -Courthouse, leaders will conclude the day's
Ann swistzell and Alois Thompson. Elizabethtown; activities. • '-
I ere Osk : and bamnd. Joh'. " annweY• • THIRD DISTRICT- 10.00.. , -Con venti on -rev ept ion-
(arlisia Cain"' chainnan her SrmiP 'a.m.,EST, Sat., April 8, dinner tickets may be pur-
Mr* Itelessee
Barrett Middle School, chased ler $15 from party
Elserientari, individual First, cart Louisville; lea'ders in each onprity.
m4intertance field. The air- 
couraging teenagers, particu-
ty young Is omen, from
basic training at tackland
man recently "cirriTpleted__estureing Aarinda rhaewp..ixigio
MIVIrex, Ailirite.Sett die -tad atitisninking_re-9s7trcsousag
Air-- force- Mission, in Federal_ tantrbeg% in the 
organization and Customs ,G(werninent'l efforts tC) "r-
and received special -4)bacCa use-- '
-The Brie arti. have More
than lust an enrichment role
to play re the public schools.
Even in this day of- getting
"back to basics," sehoolS
must be increasingly aware of
..the arts' importance in
helping students realize their
potential. In fact, important
new research indicates that
struction in human relations.  
Completion of this training
earned the individual credns
towards an associate in ap-
plied -science— degree--.--
through- the Claninunity




boys and girls are better able
to learn basic subjects When
exposed to the fine arts on a
regular,hasis.
  The arts "inviide our
'students excellent corn-
' mlulkatil/11 techniques ant
offiekopprirtunities to grow
plication of the, arts as a prehensive drama 'program.
"lease of tension, 4dt
 clop'- 
Creative dramatics illaYsment of eye-hand coordination . ,
important role in the areas of
and .7)Liscje C911/r1L1114 a-̀speecn—tiMItinbieift—atirr
peuoucuVe use of leisure time
--art vItal:7To". pliySrcaT and"
emotional growth. It is
essential that we encourage,
stimulate and recognize
student interest in dance,
poetry, 'writing, art, music
--Tind acting.,
Local school schedules
include art and music as
necessary to'-  curriculum,
but until recently creative
dramatics has-been left to the




as in developing an ap-
preciation of theatre. Im-
promptu skits, role playing,
pantomine and improvisation
are all techniques of creative
dramatics and are being of-
fered to our students
primarily throughlhe efforts
of the. Community Theatre..
- Art, music aiid drama play
an important part in the lives
of everyone, not just
professional admit' and
.sonesicians. The schools must
Community ---TheaTfe
Organization is -aware of the
need to provide Ueachers 'and
-
not leave esthetkgrcikh and




mat and sickle red blood cells.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Cooper, 1004 Jackson
Street,
A complete list of winners
and those receiveing
honorable -mention in the Six
categories of the fair follows
(Local winers in ". boldface
Elementary Inclteldpal: First, LS. se.
amnia. ewe crew,' alittuld.Aadnis Louis
Riley, Jackson Efdersdrary„
and an entry fe.• Moe*
eat. Honorable mention, Rodney Henry,
Jaclunn Elementary, Padticah, David
Hutdheson and Tammy Richard
Whitton, both of Clark Elementary,
Paducah
Elementary, Group Da mats
Juliann" Wilson and Adrienne, second,
Meths& Louis Ham and Michelle Moors;
and Camille Cheryl, Calloway, third All
are from Jackson Elementary,
Pada(*) Honorable mention Paul
Allan and Torrance Fienberry, Jackson
Elementary; Comile and
Greifory Black, Si Thomas More,
Paducah. end Tommy Cavanaugh,
Symaonla
:farina% Individual First, Nancy
Darlene. Wrndes.r Hoptraninrille; second.
Merger-de Elizabeth Alesander, Heath
Middle Schwa; and . third, bob liaelarh,
St Mary tionerable 'menden: *Mem
Edwin Brockimborough. X Karr ow,
ON.11...o..4..e,raierropt-rd elm
Any: JAcGoweit and Deanna Roberta, The District Convention 
the -stag, of the State C°n-
. ventioe.
Jeff Prater, North Manthalljtonorable
s
Williams, Cooper Elementary; and
.- • _71
bow. alien John Spears, coricord,o....
Iola Taos, Ssabast Gimes ad Doris ler
Lai, tett Csdisars
lust 
ElerCtietni :  first, Angela
Dawn Ilumphreir .atat Rob Boylan.
Jackson; second, (beryl L. Posava arid
Sands Slarikard, Concord,- and, • tEird,.
William Brewer and Amber Reed,
Ctoper.Horiorabie mallism Julie B.
Wallace and Necia O'Doeley, Concord;
Bryan Keith Adams and Robert Charles
Underwood, Morgan Elementary,
Paducah; and Robby Followell Pete
Kappas and Matt Willingham. Jackson,
JuniOr Utah.' Individual: First. Barre
Doyle Burchett, Heath; sera*, Lila
Collins, second, Christian County; and,
Third, Mike Dean Miller, Caldwell Coun-
ty Honorable mention. Saes tomb Wend.
Iasi Wham Steyen 'Skinner, essee-aari
Kim Gail Allison, Christian County.
County.
Junior High Group; first., Hite
andlendeTtiome; second,-Stieveaones;
Rum Wenitatid Phil Manning, Heath;
and, third, Robert Bobo, Linn Beyer and
Dale' Oliver. All are from Heath.
Honorable MenUon Napa Cosa la*
rd Mem Pal. Sol.111.1181 011.11.011p; Devonda
Gough, Norht Marshall; and Marcia
Noonan and Amy Wilson, St. Thomas
Mop.,
Senior High, Individual: First, Katie
A. LIGeme; second. Joan Smart, both of
St. Mary; and Horold Clark, Paducah
Tilghman, third. HOlinfable mention:
Jennifer Sturgis, St. Mary, Tood Lewis.
Paducah Thilghinan; and Traci Ellen
Thampaan, PAducah Tilghman.
Senior High, Group: first Jim Chane'rr
Terry Ellegood, second; and' Gary
ELlegood, third All are from Carlisle
County. .
i State
Nunn is enthusiastic. about
results of the reorganization
thus far and expects the state
convention to be -a significant
milestone, in our comeback
efforts.". -
-We have had a very strong
response to the reorganization
drive from experietreed
county political leaders and
that is a very good sign that
the Republican Party is
preparing to win again," Nunn
said. "We are a united party.

















ONLY 5 LB._ Bag .
S10.00 PlItellASE EXCLUfRit.ir -
• DAIRY AND TOI CO PRODUCTS
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PEACHES 2'441ZE ONIS 2/88
IGA • • -
ORANGE-JUICE 12 OZ. CAN .69c
1 JIM ADAMS COUPON—
With thrs Coupon
• . assorted grinds
MAXWELL HOUSE-
COFFEE 2 Lb Can
C Ft
Limit 1 coupon per custrrrnwe
tqd 4-11-78 R 60 4 11 7H
JIM ADAMS COUPON
Data Pmcess Conference Set
At Lake Barkley April 24-25
• -A Data Processing Security
Conference with sessions on
fire protection, --physical .
,security, data security, and
• ••,.EDP• . laloctronic
processing auditing will be -
conducted at Lake Barkfea-F--
State Resort Park near Cadiz
-
Ses,sions - are "Tciieduled
dak-o-ii_Mitiday. April 24r:with
_a_tviNaitt „in _the eyeuing„ _and
:luring the morning on









Conducting sessions will be: . Anyone who is interested in
.Vic P. Thacker of Louisville, attending the conference is
project manager of Orr Safety urged to. register by April 17.
Equipment Company; Shelly Registration materials or
.1.41.......910°ree 9( . AdditioRal information may be
regional sales manager of obtained by writing or calling:
Sargent ind Greenleaf, Inc.; Phalli Deaver, Center for
-Dennis Wojcicki, senior Continuing Education, 7
#4eMS analyst for Arthur -_.1furray State University„,2.7..._
A.trldersen and Company in St.,-.:.74urray. Ky:, 42071, tei
Louis: arid John N. PreUte-Y, 762-27141. •manager  _of Adaoaarratiee_
. services for Arthur Andersen Three Soldiers '•and Company-art•Mettiphis. _
a
faculty Member • in -the Finish Training,
Ilepartment ALSpeetli arid' Three-, local soldiers have
I trainingin
Theatre and executive 'fed
The National Student
Speech and Hearing
Association at Murray State
University will hold its second
annual spring banquet
Thursday, April 27. • -
Scheduled to begin at 7 p. na.
in the Jaycee Building on
Highway 121 in Murray, the




- The purpose c4 the banquet •
PRESIDINTVIUB —luxe Tho-rifis-,Tei diie t officer itt. Murraybrai.;-----ea--te-flhew. aPPreeiattow-49- '4'4(.1° jan,- hiurr-aY--
ch of the Hopkinsville Federal Saving and loan Associatioh presents *S1,000 check - thola Persons in the,  University, Milrray, • Ky.;
to Dr. Constantine W. Curtis. president of Murfav-Ue University. The gift admits the • manitY- who work with - the-42M ' '-
firm to membership in the President's Club, whose members have contributed $1,000
or More to the university. Donations may be-designated to support specific.scholar-
ships*thletic4 or otherortiversitv endeavors.
association during the year,
according to Donnie Notes,
instructor and clinical
audiologist in the Deportment
of Special Education at
Murray State.
Cost of the banquet is $4- per
person and may be paid in
advance or at the door.
Reservations must be made
by April10 by contacting the 2.
Departmiiii of Speeiiil---
Educatiop at 762-2446 or by -
writing: NSSHA
Department of Special •
CO on the various •April 24.- . - 
_.-a--.,,-----------__ , . _ .„...._ .__ 
ients Mr rs.
-_ A. security, the conference "ti: conference re istratiog: and 71(6bert 1):- 
McCann live on
„itraite 1., Is irkseyseeently. w as _onto o, sy ems managers t e anquet. _ ar icipants presented - the Air Assaultand EDP professionals must make their  own Badge fart gra duation
ifiresponsible for stanrds,-rairangements fot:'-avernight - -securit • or - ol. Air Assault Schooi. .
ALso reeeiyiriji-the—biAge -- . Wi,were 'Sgt. Major Dayton W. _ ,,,...•-• .
' ,-of-Murrar, ,. - stirmg pro-mobility . • -Miami Associate- - ikoosioskiica,---aud - - William__
ROTC Cadet Frank A. - Workshop" designed for professor of finance-at Cornell Vreeman, professor of Dotel,
- Palkoska, son of Mr. and Mrs. middle---- and upper level University, and ..- Dr. trestle restaurant, and toirrism
'Francis V. Palkoska, Routes... banking executives with Paul Anderson, professor ,of management, all of Murray •
Murray. . • - responsibilities for long-range finance and' business Aid- State, and Charles L. Ttilli _. -
- Trainees learn torapidly' planning, strategic analysis, ministration at the Univentfty senior vice-president of the -
and safely exit a helicopter-- or policy formulatien-. will be of Tennessee. .. • -_-- • First National Bank of Little
from a variety of-adifficult conducted by Murray Slate Among the topics to be flock, Ark. .
situations. Whether descen- University at Lake Barkley discussed °tithe second day of Edwards said enrollment.
ding into tree tops or lowering State Resort Park near Cadiz the workshop are. will be limited and_ par--
themselves or injured soldiers April 20-21. management perspective, -ticipants will be accepted on a
down sheer drops, the Sponsored by the College of structuring profitability first-come, first-served basis.
graduates are --highly Business and Public Affairs at a n a 1 y $ LA , - a p p1 y in g Registration LS $175 for the
- aProttetent- -- - a -Murray - State, the works* - Profftabilitt-- analysis getting --4444- r,egervation..  --PA4-$1..-f", Palkoiska-ls a Ottident .I.!t' includes dinner and a keynote dita on the -conapetition, and a - moo- additional reservation-
- Murray State University.— •address on Thursday eveilhig,---detatied competitive analysis. .from the same bank.
He Is a 1974 graduate-. of -April 20, and sessions, *scoff, wile has held the.- The 'fee covers tuition, all .
Halivis High School in -Bur-- beginning at 8:15 a.M. and nation's first :Chair of.Privite -• Iftrkshop materials,'" 'the--
- bit*, M. . - • . :. - - 
Upon completion of the 
corFirni.,:g,t1:porufig2h1out the day Enterprise sineeits inception, social hour and .banquet oh - •
. has written more than 80 Thursday evening, and the- course, Herrington returned Dr. Michael 11. Mescon, articles and books. He Friday luncheon. Overaight- -
to his home unit in Murray. Regents'. Professor of Human delivers about 125 lectures a accommodations are not
Herrington entered the' Relations and 'chairman of the year and has lectured at included and participants
Army in August1948.. . Department of Management Hebrew Unitersity and the must make their own reser-
. The .•sergeant attended at Georgia State University, .University of Tel AvIVISraet. vations. ,- Murray State UniversitY- will deliver the keynote ad- Ahters was formerly a vice'7 • To get registration material
---- His wife, Eva, is efith him in dress eatItled "Managing- president at Bankers Trust or additional information,
-- Murray. — •' . --Your Bank profitability in an - CoMpany. A frequent speaker interested persons are urged.
McCann la a student it Inflationary Environrnent.".i'.at arofessioriarmeetirtga, he is to contact Dr. Frank Edwards_
: Murrea StateUniyersity. ' A full, schedule of sessi _prinaarilysoncerned with the Or Dr. Gilbert Mathis, -
:He is . a 197'4 graduate- of -focused' on bank profitability , antructaring of the financial ' riepartment••:•ofz-:Ecciiicirnica-, '
4. Calloway County High. . on Friday will be led. by .111-.1 -management of corporations Murray State University, _•
, --• 
• • tip• take advantage of new Murray,- Ky.; 42071, telephone
TVATOwer Sales up ••; Sharply"
• Ahalysis Language.-
Andersoa waa formerlyOver List_YeariAgency-fitporb, .., • chairman of the Department. i
of Finance at-Colorado StateTVA - . power system
revenues for the fiscal year 
s ers used an average of
'University. Heaves honored in
ended September 30, 1977, 
16,400 kilowatt hours per home
197' 1 for exCellenif an
, totaled $1.967 - billion on sales 
for the year, up 14 percent teaching. He is.lttie author 'of_because of the greater heating "Planning-Calk', Fjoart and "of 122 billion_ kilowa.tthours;
according to the agency's' 
. and cooling use. They paid an
Long alia Stiolt '•• Ter& -.-
-"-Powe • an 1 Report issued 
average of' 2.32 cents per Financing., 
and 
a ca_aattiarlf
r':..-,nne — kilowatt hour, an increase of
"The Finance Function." ...1- today. - less than 3_.percent over the
Workshop 9aordinators are''Sales were up sharply from •
109 billion kilowatthours the 
average rate for the previous
Dr. W. 'Frank Edwardsii.
previous fiscal year, largely 
fikal year. This average
chairman of the Departrripritresidential rate again was less
of Economics,' Dr. Gilbert ',because of heavier heating than two thirds of the national
.Mathis -. ' professor ofand cooling requirements -_, . . .4 -peerage.
during an unusually . cold  . -
wintfr and hot summer. The -
secretary of the Kentucky the Air Assault School at Ft.
Jaarnal of Commarrications carnpbell. ... • .




A once in a iiipurie chance .to iauilci a blig barlinglon
Sock warcirobto=oat a big saving4
Pick 'erriJ Mix 'ern' Grala.:etn' You have tivo wid 
weeks-to put inore socks on your feet' Choose from.
selective group of Burlington's casual, dress And• •
sport styles-tamout Gold-Cup, Lite Long. Dross or
All-Sport Socks at super savings Most styitsi
feature-Bioquard!.The Odor Controller t'hat lasts
-for theldeeithesock. . - •
_Save on a ̀ingle-paii. Sive More r, 6.--pacit,
r You'll kiCry-ourself if you don't
larger Sales accounted for
most of the increase in power..
revenues from about $1.7
billion the previous year.
• Average revenue per -
kilOwatthour of sale sin- -
-creased by 3.S percent.
Fuel and purchased power
--expense again accounted for
more than half of TVA's total
costs, taking 52 cents of .each
dollar efrevenue.
e Captial requirements
contined to be financed
Ta-Nely-by borrowings from
the Federal Financing Rank,
which amounted to about $1
billion for the year. After all
'coats and financiarobligations
• 'were met, $62 million
remained from net power
proceeds of $524 million for
reinvestment,-in the power
. system.
The . regiT'w ha* co
and RADIO E IIIPMENT
filiellabeis els Jon, root
toollook lboit 'boono-ionvoro4
OM of LII48•f &
flotos by Me aloctiy-
kicky or by 1430 p.m. so Solor-
at!' -ore griped to col 7134916
bosomed 3:30 p. at. and 6 p.a.,
floodorhiloy, or 3:311 p:oc.
sod 4p.Ø. Sottriori, to Moro
delivery if doe itowspopor.t.olo
mot bo *cod by 6 p.a. mist-
days or 4 p... Sucturlops to
getirsocks &Ivory.
50C OFF
On Any 20 Exposure COLOR
04 VFLOIKO • 141014TRD







straight front the snit:1mb hit STAR WARS Movie'
.•
Nine exciting action figurei:Cill
in thej authentic STAR WARS
costumes. All have moveable
orms and legs designed for great
•cisti.orN poses, and they fit in
°Ozer STAR WARS action toys







Friendly Folks- Colder." 753-8391
Friendly Service Nø.-Thors:9-11, Fri. 9 Sat. 9-8
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Fon THURSDAY, APRIL. 6, 1171--r- 
What-- kind of day win will be a boon In tight spots now.
tomorrow be To find out what You COULD try -something newTHURSDAY, • APRIL 6 PANY 
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM the eters MIS% mad the forecast if so inclined, but don't goEastern/Central Times  6:00/5:00 ZOOM 
PANY given for your birth Sign. beyond your depth. '
• SAGITTARIUS
830/730 a.m. to 33030 6:30/5:30 OVER EASY 6:0675"MM-200M   ARMS
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
SIVKAS 26
Jer0GRAMISVNG • RSPORT" . (1,5 2)10 Apr. 20) (Nov. A good day for MIN
23 to Dec. 21) .
7: :30 THE DICK CAVETT There may be more meets aaaocianana. An mind idea
MACNEIL/LEHRER
AND YO6 • - • COMMENT ON KENTUCKY 
7R:E°11NWT
3:30/2:30 LiciAs, YOGA 730/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW: Lerlhencles somewhat red. developing new WIWI,4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET 8:00":00 WASHINGTON SH . , . „ . . . .,,, gyin some situations Be could apart a new_ ap.
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS WEEK IN REVIEW- 6:00/5:00 •• APPALACHIA 8:00/7:00 CONSUMER SUR alert, but not ovetly stspi_elous. pros& tit career mattenk-a...,_
NEIGHBORHOOD 8:30/7:30 WALL STREET SOUNDING-This special looks VIVAL KIT "Energy, Instir TAUkUS well.
7:00/6:00 MACNE IL/LEHRER Faber, the first woman astrono. 6:30/5:30 OVER EASYrner ever to Work at the Lick
WEEK . at the cultural heritage -of the enc., Watches"9:00/8:00 - E- 1I1-04 R people ef Aaioalachlis., ' 8:30/7:30 . TURNABOUT Au•Concluding episode of this series : 700/6:00 I* PERFORMANCE thor Ton. Morrison tells nov.dramatizing  the life of Elizabeth_ AT -WOLF TRAP. '.. ..T_hElacha , „„' writing bet. Utast book was. reel1. -TO-night's story: -$....aeu ...,41..- ,--6'Whisiii- Dance Company' The'. ly a search for her own toots. -land's Pride." (Next weak at this , ' Company of. world-famous mod- ' 9:00/8:00 ' MEETING OF• ti . . "War and Peace" - epi- ,ern dance pioneer Graham per- 'MINDS SuSati B. Anthony, Emi-
sc o
- I) . forms three of heroism's, kneellfti,;.Liarte Zapata, Sir Francis Bacon_-- 1: 79:30 THE ORIGINALS - Pieces. WO-- - - and Plato return for a discussionNovelist Gardner is  intervierieg_9:30/7,30 PorAum:T----B-W-:.:::-jaf—rdlinin4-411111-- and feVakt.(11/ . . lillore than eighty wooden life . don.
size figures sing and moqt-ifie a 10:00/9:00 THE ORIGINALS.filrri" doetymentiog :the- art of ''Muriel Rukeyser" ' ''''' -the lateg-fotit :- -irtist: Calvin 10:30/9:30 , ANYONE FIIRBlack. (R Y' . TENNYSON "The take Poets"9:00/8:00 SIT( AMERICAN 93}-...
, 'FAMILIES This documentary '''VESDAY,
,sallecti _cus - des-...-..--Ntr 
ivstHooL aft:
__-tu;d4s._.anit 
OFFI.IL 11series focuseson six U.S. house rnXasteentral Times
stren.gths and weaknesses of
SATURDAY,, APRIL 8
Eastern/Central Times 
12:30 p.m./11:36 a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDLICATION








_TARN eCHrst)L  
boned)
5:30/4:30 TURNABOUT "A
Woman in the Moon" Sandra'
-
Observatory, and other women







SESAME STREETis__,-..: ......... .E„.„,--_ _ 4.0004.00 -ott.STER-RoGERS- . i:iivist ii---..-1/6.1 GHBOR H000 * -, _.
" '-771.. 3X1/4.:313 -1.L-EIPFRIIP=410M-
8 :00/7 :00 ...m. . SESAME. .- P6A:00N/Y5:00 ZOOMSTREET - 630/530 OVER EASY 
e
9:00/S:OO MISTER ROGERS 7:00/6:00 MACNEIL/LEHRER11 FIGHBORHOOD _ REPORT9:30/8:30 ZOOM, _-7i .- 7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT10:00/9;00 SESAME _STREET— SHOW11:00/1000 :INFINITY FAC- 8:00/7:00- NATIONAL .GEO-TORY GRAPHIC SPECIAL "Journey11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE- . to the Outer Limits'Nineteen12:00/11:00 REBOP„. - , city-bred teenagers. at the Colo-12:30/11:30 ANYONE FOR rado Oirtward Bound SchoolTENNYSON "A Poetic P6,-trait learn to live, work and survive• Gallery" (R) together as they confront some
"
SUNDAY
family life in America. (R)
Al Green
5:30/4.30 ELECTRIC COM-PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM (Captioned)6:30/5:30 OVER EASY .* 7:013/6:00 MACNEIL/LEHREFT'REPORT
-- 7'30/6:30-THE DICK- CAVETTSHOW
8:00/7,00- • ONCE_ UPON ACLASSIC "Lorna Clopne" Carv-er-aria his fafFer rally to the sideof thelDuke of Monmouth. •
---1130/730 7139:00/8:00 WORLD •
10:00/9:00 WORLD - A SPE•CIAL REPORT "The Choice.for Riems - The Chdic.e for
Fiance." (Masterpiece Theatre-wt11 .bs seen one/NO hourlatInt' 10:30/9:30 MASTERPIECE
.THEATRE.- ANNA
NA Polly visits Anna at VronS-ky's country house and finds
„„.1741.,1Lappy-yet-sosnover evoseeer--




p.m. KET IN:SC1400L PRO-
GRAMMING










IURY OATIUtN hm toots et
cold frames and cloches.
4:00/3:00 THE FRENCH
CHEF "Tarots aux Emits"
_4:30/3:30 ONCE UPON A
- CLASSIC .,'Lorna Ooone,fR
from Thur.)
5:00/4:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Fuego-ale'. (Cap-
,The Murray Planning Commission will hold a
Public Hearing on April 17, 1978 at 7:00 p. m. in
the Douglas Community Building on L. P.
Miller St., or aid St.
The purpose of-the meeting is to obtain vtews
and proposals of interested citffens on program
development foi- the Small Cities Grant
Program under Title I of the 1977 Community
Development Act, offered by the Federal Dept.
of Housing and Urban Development. This
meeting will include, among other items, the
following information:
A. The total 'annt of non-metki)
available to the City of Murray. -
B. The range of activities that may be un-
dertaken with these funds.
C. The type of activities which are ineligible
under this act.
. D. The processes to be followed in drawing u
and approving the local application.
E. A summary of other important program
requirements.
All citizens and representatives of interested
public groups are invited to attend , and par-
ticipate.
1:00/12:00 • WASHINGTON-
-WEEK IN REVIEW (RI
A:30/1230- WALL-Wrt-Err • -
WEEK 4R)
-200/1:00 LIVE FROM THE
METROPOLITAN OPERA "Ca-
_ vallerie Rusticader and Pagliacci"
_Levine ;conducts-this "
double bill telecast from the
Metropolitan Opera in New
York. (Three hoora)•
5:00/4:00 MEETING. OF
MINDS Steve Allen isjoinedby .
Susan B. Anthony, Emiliano
Zapata, Sir Francis. Bacon and
Plato. (R)
6,100/5:10 'tiOCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN. April means
• time. for transplantin'g cabbage
and lettuce seedlings.
6:30/5:30 , GED SERIES
"Grammar IV. Pronouns"
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES
"Grammar V: Verbs" •
7:30/6:30 BOOKBEAT "A
-Vein cif Riches"- by John
Knowles
8:00/7:00 PREV1N AND THE
PITTSBURGH The musical
team of Betty--COrriden
and Adolph Green join Previn"
for reminiscences about- their -
days,in Hollywood.
9:00/8:00 NIASTERPIECE..
THEATRE: ANNA KAFIENI. -
NA In this final episode, Anne •
+finally becomes deranged by her
misery and comes upon a means.
of escape*.
10:00/9:00 APPALACHIA-_
-SOUNDING A look at the cut-
. tural heritage of Appalachia. (R)
MONDAY, . APRIL 10--totom/Contrel.Timas 
THERE -ARE NO IN-SCHOO,L
BROADCASTS DURING THIS
WEEK, SIGN ON AT 3:30/2:30
3:30/2:30 TEACHING LIFE












A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet,
fresh gulf select oysters and gulf fried
shrimp, served with choice of potato






Southern fried golden brown with









For the Find?, to
Steak and Seafood
of nature's greatest challenges.
9:00/8:00 VIETNAM - PICK-
-1NG UP THE PIECES The first
team of television journalists al-
lowed into Vietnam since the
fall of Saigon provides exclusive










Apr. 21 to Mai 29)
An innei-ioice nuty rebel at
intended action.- Listeil-11 the'
old saying goes:. When hidnikt,
don't!
GEMINI 
May 22 to June 21) able-
A time for re-evaluating your
peados, Kia Mute goal!,
your appros4h to all matters.
Vitt all in clear focus, you can
stabilise "cloudy" sitiPtion.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Lainswants,* leisure wittosimitments_ jaiwboal you make
situations may set pease, but
•killei:artsatisftry:progi:seThwilmey 1111"11Pr000lgmostthe
347---447C—to Aug.23) know-how. Neptune, propitious,--
-trev
nnow, you erly aogrwiesaill ve eoefc.1 trytht:
cooperation of others, so don't
YOU BORN TODAY are in
extremelycompetent WSW. ! 
dIVId1.1111, aatuto de big lobe in aVIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
unable to furall your potentialFavored far rapid ad- because you fear failure. Try to
vancelTheldl: metiers' bolster your self-confidenceresearch.- aev irticeliariL,st 
political
abeduc datioannal since, with your unusual ver.a
satiiity and inner stamina,scientific pursuits. A good day! dun is mooting you cannot
LJBRA'
(Sept 24 to Oct. n) A rmindto it Many famous artists,
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14
'You may, face teat) gem:
petition, but your abilities stil
be stimulated: if you believe to
yourself and make the best of,,
your many thre_talants Direct
activities thoughtfully.
AQUARIUS •
( an 21 to F-
A gigantic step may not be
necessary; several smaller
ones may bring you to your
goals with surer footing, help -
you to launch the unusual with
encitag success._
(Feb. 20 to raar:30) CX
You et have acme to iorne
extraordinary gains now if you
19)
NO IN -S,CiOL PROGRAM
MING THISWEEK-
3:30/2:30 p.m. LiLIAS, YOGA
AND YOU









7 :30/4'jJ THE OICIt CAVEkr
SHOW
8:00/7:00 NOVA "Still Waters'
Nova takes a close look at is year
in the lift----e_f-iter=creetu 
•
big way, but are sometimes
--n—taccaeopliah once you set your
"ilsre ar° tendineke now 16 ..entertainers and journalists
tote off on toortobb +Lod täees have been born under Aries.
uP liteffort Just whee mere Other fields for which you are
,Per &fence Is needed. Don't fall suited: interior decoration, --yourself by *WIN to such designing and teaching•-•Bir-
twitnstions - tlidate of: -Rafael, Ital. paisitiri -SCORPIO Lowell Thomas, author, leo-( pct. 24 to Nov. n) 'hirer, explorer; Harry Houdin',







IttPAIRING THE BUMPITY-BUMP — Crews are bum,
repairing the ragged surface of 1-70 near Lover, Pa. The
road is being temporary patched and has been the scene
of traffic slowdowns by truckers protesting the poor c0n-







Murray" A' 42071 - -
'
that live in, on, under, around
• and above the water of a central...*
Maesachusetta Pond -
111:00/8:09_ GREAT PERFORM- -
ANCES: THEATER IN AMERI-
• CA "Edward Albee's All Over"
A family gathers to await the
death of its celebrated patr‘arch
in this Hartford Stage Comc-,.-. '




A fund of more than 810,000
has been established at
Murray State University from -
which two annual scholarships
will be awarded in the name of
Miss Ruby Simpson, retired
chairman of the -Department -
of Home Economics at the
university.
One scholarship will go to an
Incoming freshman. The other
will go to a third-year student
majoring in home economics
and who has Successfully met .
qualifications for teather
education..
Both will be awarded for the
Lint, time this spring and
the fall, 1978, semester, ac-
cording to Dr. Alice Koenecke,
current chairman Of the
.4epartinent. The scholarship.
she noted, will be provided
Iron interest --generated -
through investznints of the
basic fund througrithe Murray
State University Foundation.
Miss Simpson, no!„. a.
resident of the Estes Hesith
Center, Birmingham, Ala
retired in 1966 after 22 years •
as chairman of the' home
economics department at
Murray State, and the C1111d
:Development Center on the
campus bears her name.
The primary criterion in the
selection of applicants, Pr
Koenecke said, will be the
financial need, although
academic excellence will be
considered.
Applicants are being asked
to stsbott k handwritten letter
of application, list 'iv
references one of whom must




Recipients will be selected'
by A cotiunittee from the hlOtat _
economics faculty at the
university and the Mitts]
scholarships are expected le
be presented at the alumni
associaU011111 annual . spring





FENTON SCRAMBLER PICTURED AtIOYE
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF =...-Oseee mAG WHEELS
tEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF UNIROYAL TIRES
11111IP
YOU. CMOICI 1.10010 Ot en.
Gat the Long-Losting
Premium Car Wax and
Si Stock from DuPont.















SIZE 1 SALE PRICE I 1 T
InafrallaMill 2,23
F78-14 30.97 2,37
G7 -l4 31.97 2.53
G78-15 32.97 2.59
H78-15 33.97- 2,79
. All Prices Plus F.E.T. And Tire Car.
Tubeless Whitewalls 22 50 Extra





Super 4/kone car pallid deans,
shines, protecte. Restores original-
Were (31-1N) ,








'PIKES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT ALL MASCO STORES AND ,PAR,TKIPATING DEAtEltS
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Kenhicky EtepartiniThttif arks -
Nfaintaifis 180 Holes Ground
From Kenlake to Lake
Cumberland to Pine Mourk
Lain, the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Parks maintains 180
small holes in the grataxt — all
in the name of a curious but
immensely. papular -sport
known as golf
Duffers and would-be Jack
Nicklauses alike are visiting
Untuck3Cs. .parks Ahth in- A_srve.y is also now under conflict with the Sept. 14-17
creasing rrequency, bringing way—on the feasibility of -World Chiunpionship three-
with them clubs, carts and constructing an 18-hole course Day .F•xl!nt at the Kentucky
assorted paraphernalia at Greenbo Lake State Resort State. Horse • Park in
designed to beat knock a Park near Ashland. Results - Lexington.. The equestrian
  allite,,conipaet-tiall from. one are due this suminEr - event is to be 'held in this
-bole to another. As a further tribute to the country for the first. time.
• A recent National Golf - ever-increasing popularity, of ' .Sooiel.Sgtonndkeepers and
Foundation survey puts -a 15 . golf, the parksdepartment is ‘• an easterly and • western
. million figure on the number adding to repertoire of Kentucky agronomist help
- golfers in the U. S,200;900 tournaments. Thp first suanual, keep _ the _ parks courses
jyaogipjAytysl.at igast oneste__Aqe:Creisson Memorial Golf, *lip! for the tosimainedts and
the park system's 15 courses - TournlizienTis iiiheduled May everydergolfgrs as we1tf,
last year. parks golf director 20-21 at Kentucky Dam Village Bignon said the department
p Bigness hopes to reads-- ialsonor of the late Louisville his reeew opened eight new.;
 many of the remidhiag Courier-Journal columnist pro 'shops;
—ff,B00,000. und Marshall County nat2ee.------••-RigiieiiE:-.-Ei-dde4T- ••t-tiW--
The department first _$___ Bignakt_aot -that while_ _bp- r--Oapartzattatis just- beginning
..:Vertised its courses in a vitational esporises are-not totealize the vast potential in
publication, Golf „due until 'April 15, the sales from these shops.
Digest, .last November. department hopes to attract
• Bignon said he is still 200 amatenrs and 49
receiving inquirieS, frtan the Professionals.
FOCUS ON HELPING PROFESSIONS — A Social Work Fair in the Bel-Air Shopping Center Friday and Saturday in-
cluded an inforrnititon boottras a -distribution point for a variety-of literature eaplaining the services of the helping
professions. Shown as they ket an explanation of information materials are Linda McCuiston of Murray Route 5 and
Kristi Eldredge of Murray Route 7. Working in the booth are: (from left) Russ Brethauer, supervisor of the Com-
pnihensive Care Center ; ICeisiikraeshear; representing the Red Cross; and .Dr. Mark Singer, assistant professor of
social work at MurrayStateialnivelityJmother sponsortif ,he fair was the Bureau of Social Strikes. March was
National Social Work Month and was proclaimed as Social Work Month in Murray by Mayor Melvin Henley. _
The present course is already
one of the best in the park.
system, Signori added. The
new' course, allotted a funding
of $1 milliqp to be located at
Gobler's Knob, just across
from the lodge. Construction
is to begin this summer, with a






departmenttrile 19.79 aso1 carlreeadyn
• -pore thin 
paider 
or the ad." event, pbuming to combine the
And while Bignon readily
admits that state parks
courses have plenty of visitors
"during the warmer months,
more-itkaason golfers are
needed, be eqgairted. Bignon
said Myrtle Beath, S. C.
courses Mee been attracting a
cotnroerce. Golf is a major
feature,- offering participants
the opportunity to become
better acquainted while
swinging at a golf ball.
The "Boots" Randolph
Tournament at Lake Barkley,
normally ' held in
September, *ill ivil be ISlayed
later in the month tb avoid a
Bignon said the department
also is expanding its sale of
"impulse" items such as golf •
shirts adorned' with a parks
logo since "people on vacation
want to take something home
Kentucky Dam golf_ tour- • showing. they were there."
narnent with a tennis tour- The Department of Parks
nament at nearby KenLake now maintains five, 18-hole
State Resott Park where golf courses. They are located-
several tennis courts are now- a ; Gerutral Burnsidg- State--
under construction. Resort Par ;,k, _Burnside
The Kentucky Dam course Kentucky Dam Village state
will, indeed, be busy during Resort . Park, Gilbertsville;
large mwtber _ganad,,Mayr fat- the_iiteeisd -aruiti_,Iske Barkley StateAlesort
golfers during the ultesespa,- bor4management get- Park, Cadiz; 4jiicbljIT
business that he tmehl-Ilicaltiis:'Vegether has been scheduled Homesteld State Park;
-.see Kentucky-sleafelloprtse... there May 10-12_ The informal _Springfield.AmtLiket.. 
Toward that end the 1,78 gathering of labor and State.ParkkOrensboro.
General Assembly okayed management representatives
t plans for an additional 18-hole was begun last year as a joint A single pair of 
cockroaches-
course at Kentucky Dam,. undertaking by the state can, Prod. late. 
up to 3•5•000 off-
Village State Resort Park., departments of labor and 
spring in a single season.
• Fresh creamy colt slew ": • '









• denee is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase, It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





. I.' Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to





.3,_ _Can_ not_ gatiths_w_
.services from •Ady
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saffigbe who Will tend
- it. Call 753-4117.
2 Notice
INCOME TAX SER-
VICE: -We search for,
every legal • deduction
,and credit due you:"
-John .Pasco, 753-5791,





Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
5 lost And Found
LOST LADIES blue
billfold. Finder may
keep money, just return
other contents to Mrs.
Leonard Woods, 2006
Coldwater Rd.





timental value. Call 767-
4598.
care.Needline 75.1-6333.
JESUS SAYS IN JOHN
5:19, "Verily, Verily; I
say unto you, The Son
can do nothing of
himself, but what he
seeth the Father do: for
what things so ever he
doeth, these also doeth
the Son. likewise." Are
you doing as God
commanded? For Bible
study, group, individual








for the Electrical In- -
dustry will accept'
applications for ap- --
prenticeship beginni-
ng May 8, 1978 .
through May 20, 1970
from 8:00 a. m. to
4:30 p. m. Monday
through Friday, and
from 8:00 a. in. to
12:00 noon on Satyr- -
days at the I. B. E.
W. Hall, 4516 Clarks
-River Road,
Paducah, Kentucky.
-All applications must I -
be completed by May
20, 1978 to be cow:-
sidered for this -
year's class.
All applicants must -
fully meet , the
following minimum -.-
qualifications to .
qualify for an in-
terview:
1. Age-Must be at'
















interviewed by the --
Committee. The in-








Call at Ledger & Times,
identify & pay for'
€1 Help Wanted
MAKE 025 per plate -
selling Engraved Metal
Social Security Plates.
Free sample. No in- •
vestment. Write Gregg
Products, Box 272-HI,











will be selected in or
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•
•
ply Qualifies As A Harlequin Of The Woods
•
With its brilliant red topknot one of these big birds_ivillspot
flashing like the pennant of a-i:fiem and follow them about
bullfighter, and with nimble,
witty ways, the great pileated
woodpecker ably qualifies as a
harlequin of the woods.
About the size of a crow and
twice as interesting, this
wonderful bird is a self-
appointed guardian of the
woods and an accomplice of
conservation officers. It is
thoroughly hated by most
poachers who swear that as
soon as they enter the woods,
especially out of game season
or without a hunting license,
the woods uttering loud cries
of alarm. Aware of this
peculiar habit of the birds,
some game wardens say they
always investigate their cries
and by doing so have ap-
prehended illegal hunters.
The pileated woodpecker
has several names. In some
places it is known as the
"wood hen." In other
localities it is called the log
cock. Sometimes it is called
the "Good God" bird. This.itist
appellation stems from its
Crossword isuzzler
ACROSS DOWN
.. 1 Quarrel "
_ 5 Ship's 1 Weaken
- complement 2 Salient
--- •11Cu1 - point --
12 Sandarac 3 Clod
• tree lava
_ 'IS Danish 4 Attempt
' island 5 Quiets
-44 Native Telt
• metal 7 Teutonic
.15 River in deity
nary 8 Emerged
te Shout victorious
18 Negative 9 Specks •
20 Pronoun 10 Conjulittitrn
22 Wine cups • 11 Pronoun
24 Marshes. 17 Babylonian
'27 Poses for deity
portrait 19 Preposition by wound measure











Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
OM t3C11311111 8 E1113





tga auca in ii ci





Lk J' Ulna' IIQU
31 Deposit name weight
32 Go in 23 Float in air ..40 Mans
34 -Dines * 25 Neglect name
36 Proceed 26 Fur pieces 43 Barters
37 Harvested 27 Continued 46 Article of
39 Remember story furniture
28 Clan 48 Worn
41 Preposition 30 The away
42 Fruit cake - sviieetsop 51 Parent
44 Girl's 33 Hind part.. . (colloq.)


































Distr. by sited Posture gristliest*. RC.
14













`WHY DO YOU HAVE







staccato warning cry which by
exercising the imagination a
bit, does sound like -Good
God! Good God!" repeated
over and over again. Still
another name is the "12-stroke
woodpecker." This comes
from its habit of landing on the
side of a dead tree and
whamming the wood exactly a.
dozen times, no more and no
or
less. The name, "pileated."
comes from the Latin pilaus,
which means crest. - •
But by whatever name It Is
called, this great black, white,
and red-feathered bird is a
valuable creature to have
around, It not only protects
squirrels and other small
game animals of the woods
from illegal hunters, but it is
•16
also a protector of the frees.
Each year it consumes hosts
of betties eind carpenter ants
that would-otherwise do great
damage to valuable timber.
With a 'strong, heavy bill
shaped at the end like an old-
fashioned -screwdriver, it
bores deep into the trunks and
limbi to share and _withdraw
insects chewing oo the wood.
The big woodpecker's • ex-
cavations also serve as homes
and„nesting sites for countless
downy woodpeckers,
bluebirds, nuthatches,
chickadees and screech owls.
_Flying squirrels- _and gray, _
- squirrels likewise use the
holes as den.s and places of
refuge when danger
threatens. "
The - woodpecker's ringing
call is untainably wild and is
discribed as "closely akin to
human laughter as any other
sound in the forest."
A naturalist "trespassing"
the bird's abode and hearing
_-__the untamed.luithter as
only to remain still and . in a
moment the big bird,. will
-show," speeding in for a
much closer look at the in-
truder.
NAMED AS February citizens of the month at
Calloway County High School were Rhonda DameN
and Gary Morris. This selection is made by members
oldie Student Council of the high school. Miss Dame, -
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dassoll and Gary
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SOO N 4th 753-3251
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size Into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035.- Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
WILL SNARE fenced
- garden spot with
Harry's will left his "-personal_
effeetsY -to the-
door, and the rest of histo_.
relatives Among iussiasts was a
X10,000 certificate of depooit at a
local bank Should this money go
to the neighbor lady?
After a court hearing .the judge
said no, ruling.shat a bank deposit
did it& qu4ify as "personal
effects." He said -the phrase
generally means items that are
"worn or carried shout the person
or (have) some intimate relation to
the person.
All too often, language that
seemed to be plain English at the
time a will was written turns out
to be ambiguous later on. "Person-
al effects" is a typical source of
dispute and litigation. Seeking its
meaning in a particular situation,
courts try to find telltale clues in
the surrounding circumetangle.
Take another case: A woman
left her daughter "my personal
effects of every kind and descrip-
tion, including silver, linens, and
china." Did this include an auto-
mobile?
The court decided that it did
inded, awarding the car to the
daughter. Reason: the woman
must have had a broad definition -
of "personal effects" in mind,
because silver, linens, and china
obviously would not be worn or
carried on the person.
In one unusual case the owner
of a large yacht left his "personal
belongings and household effects"
to his widow. Rival claimants
argued that the yacht was too
major an asset to be cossrat by_ .
such a vague expression. ' •
_•However, the court held that
the yacht was included and must
therefore go to the widow. Point-
ing out that the deceased had
base a very rich man, the court
said it could have been perfectly
natural for him to consider a Mere
yacht too insignificant to need
special mention in his will.
A publk service_ feature of the
MEAN EXTRA 5E 1:tpc.CE" American Bar Association and












Psis. tarsi .,   713-7511
Seskigliggi . .  153-029
1
 koala -  . ispirro


















hours a week. No
phone calls. Apply in
























TILE SETTER and brick
layers helper,„Lcom-
petitive wages to right
person. Call _753-8500
after 5 p.m. . _
Ft I.ENC.AD_.
steady work:-
For interview call 753-
5287.
BABYSITTER needed.
with own transportation. -
Call 753-6156.
EXPERIENCED AUTO











mow. Will do all kinds of -
yard work. Call 435-4387 • -






leader in the solar




14. Want To Buy
-WANTED WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or stanc"ng,




timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your




15 Articles For Sale
THOMAS ELECTRIC
- organ with built in
stereo. Like new con-







Freezer, 22 cu: Ft. with.
icemaker and rubber
roll out wheels. $300.
Adjustable bed frame
with double box springs
and mattress $40. Early
American living room
suite, 90 in. couch, chair, -
s maple coffee tables, end
tables, and 2 antique





Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for






Office Suite for rent or lease. See
Carlos, Black Jr. or call
753-0839 - 753-5287
I Full-Part Time Salespirrson.for--
Missy-Junior Specialty. Store. 3-5
days a week. Selling and display..
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15. Articles For Sale =MR
- MS AMP SERVICE pole. CUSTOM MADE
•
Ca11153-4648 after 5 p.m. Dralieries, made to your
_ 'inieiniurement. No labor
THREE H.P. tiller with dsMie• __QT.fr 1St. pot-
new motor. 675. Call 751- and engin, II per
3302 or see at 201 South clot di month of Amr11.
15th. T.N. Miksch & Co 753-
• 9799.-
REGISTERED walkuig 
are Fox Trot show CAitINETS WHTrewith
rnare,:nce sat _gentle. elloay formica tops, 
1107 
- -Cavalier topper fer lodk - lot' restaurant,
--.--whi4 1110110111V-441--balast-bawillatr - FUHYMVPlyrnorJth;-'---11rgaris-• -16" -Pianos'
15 Articles For Sale
TILLERS chain drive, t










drive, Chevy engine. 418 MOBILE HOME- spacet
with ealras• Call NO' for families. Coach
2337 or 9845396. and -- Fox
• Meadows, South 16th
FOR SALE- Ensign 7e03-385.5.
bass boat. Trailer, 40 h.-





435-4025. garage. Only one year
tthi Mustalsata heheve„ _ .$516.soo. .y.amaha___Ktoss IMO eczt - of obacco, Call
-11-x It ALUMINUM




BUILDING for rent on
North 641 Highway for
garage or body shOilL
Can 753-5618
31 Want To Rent
Lonardo Piano Co.red with black vinyl top. WANT TO RENT 4 or 5
CARPETS -A FRIGHT? $550. Air conditioner, 2 250, only 1,640 miles:- -Paris' TN: - - 75379811 atter 6 p.m. '
Make them a beautiful ton, window unit $575. For sale Ap-
_sight_ with _Blue-Lustre - . .cacunressor,_Latear_old,.... _. _proximatety*stres;_44..--.SEA RA. --P- .
Rent electric sham- $306. Freezer, large
pooer. Western Auto.----ebent,-$100. Call 762-2666
- home of the "Wishing 1(114), after 6 p.m_ 753-
Weil Gift Shop."
12 ILL TWIN( mower.. SALE - SNAPPER
almost • new motor. mower replacement
$300.00. Call 7534333
after 5- p.m. „
COUCH AND CHAIR;
wagon wheel tablei-bsjf
and full bed, odd chair.
Call 753-1791.- tiller, 26 in. cut. 110 volt
27.3 AMP, 3 KW DC
tARLY AMERICAN-----$Wer ff-lant with
naughyde living room' Nyfisconsin motor. -Lawn
set, Early Americanovier repair and blade
love seat and chair, sharpening metal lathe
dining room set with 6 turning and. thread
chairs. Call 436-6136, cutting done. Call 753-
-anytime. --
55 GALLON DRUMS,
- ....--Tbernton Tile and









.Sctitsrelqy, April 8 I P.M-.
Rain or Shine -
Murray, Kentuck;-
bOCATION: Leroy Tocild Farm, 5 miles east
of Murray onHwy. 94 an I.es Todd Road::
1155 Massey Ferguson tractor. cab
and arr, quick hitch cooler. 184
-* 38 duals. weights. dual outlets,
'1240 hours and sharp, 664U 4C
Diesel tractor TA, extra sharp,
410 Maasey Ferguson Combine.
cab, 14 ft. Quick-Attach header,
header control, rasp bar cylinder.
straw ..chopper, pickup ree k,n ice.
66 Massey Ferguson 6-16"
breaking plow. senii-mount INC 4-
14" breaking plow, semi-mount
470 INC wing disc. 18 ft., INC 4
row cuttwator, spring shank,
Massey Ferguson 4 row cultivator,
ipnng shank:. IHC 4 row rotary hoe,
3 pt hitch, AC No-Till planter, 7
row-20" units,
• 2firevity grain wagons, PTO tractor
Seder 3 pt hitch, 2 farm fuel
storage tanks, portable fuel tank
with electric pump, 3 pt Boom
pole, 3 pt 10 row Boom sprayer.
1964 Chevrolet 2 ton truck with
grain bed and hoist




TERMS: Strictly cash, cashier chick oióp
proved check Na exceptions.
For fateslier triforntatioge.conowne*iliii Amelia's. tots-_
tact:
- JAMES R.-CA,S11
THE FARM MN:WINERY AUCTIOIVEER."
Fancy Pains. IC):502,62•14466 •
mile off blacktop,- 3
&Hee Northwest c1C-' 
Call. 753-6238.
• -Hazel- $6,500., Call 436- 3 Exterminating
WURLITZER organ, 1072
Yamaha CyCle, baby
blades. Your choice 26”, __ bed, Rolex movie
28" or 30". $505- lank' eamera Call 753-4165. Cywhfisd Op_ Wallin Hardware,  Psritt.
SIX H.P. Aiding inewer. - R. C. Erans, 4744548, or---t"----kelly's Tertnite25 in.-eut. Erie hp. 474_2748.
& Pest Control •
ikOW.
FOR 'SALE Phileo cook
-stove Ilk& RefielISO "
bed solid wood head-
board. Moving and must
sell cheap. Call 489-2373
or 753-9924.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
. ,nationally , advertised
- -br6s1-1. Battery operated
-- -arid Included. Rowland




Own awed awl spewed era 7/
vein.- A. OM 4411,04.010111.1111 1111 4.011







-lets. Perennial sun-GOOD USED-tent. _power plant, will7 after $ p.m.
•











GUS GEURIN FARM 71a
Miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. 56 acres. -
Highway frontage , (IN
Sciuth side, good gravel
road on North side.
Good tobacco barn,







PROUDLY we rave about
this 3, bedroom brick
with sunken living coom,




freezer, two full baths, - I i Al
_ _ .restful_patio area with- -„-„REMIZAV. SUNARINE AND
private brick wall. la FLOWERS - Bright
DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASH-a'-
we'll arrtmge the terms
orrthis well maintained
two bedroom brick with









501 lecessere Merril , sy
DON'T BE -A RENT
SLAVE...A little paint-
and. cleaning up- will
put this 5 room home Price in the 40'8• Let a
In top shape. Good size 7new ray Of-sunshine into
-Y OUR. SOM ED moths, convenient to_. .• 'your life and take a look
.44.peptiRta3esto-----7--i1-MOME Cen-belettrs----kabowpaltrAg-agan.-at--thilt---linali4Y-
bedroom.- -Goitre] heat --_-_ fr)day! Beauty has been ce-te--dawntawn. ----;-Pboise---HOPP_ERT I
Boyd Majors Realbuilt-in range. Call 753- contemporary home in
captured in this unique' PRICED LOW To RZALTY, '753-1222, forGO.and air, fully carpeted,
all your real estate






••• 40•0 /Pita YI
- DESIRABLE residential
- building sites in , the
country. Choice of four
(4) level lots seal:1100 ft.
frontage on --OS441




StatelT, bricked columns - ajiedrootn,
bring you into the 'drive Wits The Friendly Touch" • bath charmer only 1-
to a double garage with
automatic openers...





EXTRA NICE one --' rooms, attraetive design
bedroom furnished and decor which places . ES located on
apartment. 'a block this home in a class all' ''''• Elm Grove Chruch
from University. Call by itself. Just listed so . Road Beautiful building
753-2967 after 3p. m. don't delay in letting us sites,
' only $40,000. 138
acres good farm land
with la mile blacktop
frontage. Priced at
$886.00 per acre. Call
Nelson Sbroat Co.
Realtors, 759-1707.
tell you more about this
DUPLEX, " nice 2 - architectural master-
bedroom, Washer, dryer -, piece, -Phone,. WOr-




and lease required. Call
produce edible tubers  
4 
mt soNitkisi SUper  this ha Call 7534455
Sport. 5,700




.• WE BUY AND SZLL used
air-eonditionTrs. Dill
TT Electric, /51-01131 or 753-
1551.
6 Home Furnishings








pickup disc. $400., Call
436-5473 after 5.
'AWN MOWERS 314 11.p.










--Dixieland Center, 153- CUSTOM
.0113. and •
. Also gra-In
- fed freezer beef for sale.
FURNISHED- APART-
MENT, near university:-
C ll SthiIon Realty, 753-
3744.
36 For Rent Or Lease
ONE USED AC: 8 row
hard land drill. Call 753- --
3076.
ONE ROW tobacco setters..
7 horse ridinir lawn
mower. Ferguson
tractor. 1770 Buick with
air, excellent. Call 437-
4801.







diesel tractor with roll





tractor. Also 14' boat




14' ALUMINUM boat, 15
h.p., Johnson motor abd
Moody Trailer. $700.00. 8
Huffy tiding'
mower. $250. Gall 753-
3536.
11 Fr. CATAMARAN gall,
withboat, 27 ft. mast 
main and jib sail. Call
7),3-1312,153-3125 or 758-
MUST SELL 19" Philco




Sale. Shop around and
then come see us. You'll
save $10.00, $20.00 Or
more. All T.V.'s
reduced. Sissons Zenith
Sales since 1962. 19 miles
West of Murray on High-
way 94. Call 382-2174.
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM 1975
Trailer, central air, and
_heat Big lot. Near East
' School. Buy like rent.
Call 436-2658.
10 x $5 trailer with washer
and dryer. Call after
p.m. 753-8451. •
71-1177-4 /11I*OOD 12.X 65 2




nu 12 X 44 2 bedroonii
partly furnished.
Central air. Like new.
• See at Riviera Cts. 753-
3280 before 5
1974 CAMERON 12 x 80,




29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera C,ourts
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
MR. on private lot. Water
- furnished Call 753-4126,
1f73 Erb° eitetOir bias
• boat; 15 ft.- 80 horse
Johnson motor. Super
guide trolling motor,
'trailer, 92,000.. Call 753-
--.7595'
WINNER- PIRANHA ski •




UM- 15 F,, Traveler
fishing boat 20 h.p..
• Johnson motor and
troller. $800. Call ,733-
Ratrafasat.761s.p. •
a&STI.
31 livestock • Supplies
Paris Meat Processing,
-6424201.
14 LAYING HENS Call
753-0609.
41 Public Sales
GARAGE SALE, Rain or
Shine. Friday and
Saturday, April 7 and 8
from 8 until ?- 100's o('
items_ Including
' clothing and violets.
Turn on Butterworth




Saturday. From 8-4 at
907 Vine. Baby items,
clothing for everyone,
• lots of odds and enda,-In
1. case of rain held
• following weekend
-GARAGE SALE Satur-
day morning, April 8,
_1978 at 830 a.m. at
-Caldwell Cars Inc. At




Just listed this at
fract.i'll 3 bedroom, 2
• bath. Nene located just
' stest of. Murray city
:limits,: Howe has 36' x
greatroom with
fireplare od antique
oak mantle, central heat





, l'ERUD REALTY for
More information.
Tomatoes  each




. .. . each
. Standard Tomatoes Egg Mot!
Cabbage Bedding Plants
Large Assortment (a
House Moats & Cactus
• Hanging easiati COC91,12 Gordan,
One Group Cacti 31S1.09
Spew 7 Bays
Hutchens Plant Farm
Limbed 846 1.11111 Si Need Tire ,,„LE low HA al






OWN, foes lewd Throe it
IN* ON adteinise wee&
ileckyerd. CerSee ever
Wrangell in Unite been at_
lame Lit end Nleirtsr 55.
• lostk. 'monodist*
p. I.e Only 234,50.
42 stres wit& extra as 3
arise beswdesiteeli
fres' higievey heeled ea West
Awn Lee tab home los
estii Mabee, dee,
wit-to-well carpets, tell
bassnism, mini les best.
lsokihr
*was hem, ham, Ow
• See Me see seas.
-753-3263 Anytime
Pardon./ Thuruilik.:
Insurance & hitt Estate
sou ths#dir Court square
Murray, Rentecky
753-4451
LOOK ING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
.at 1514 Oxford Drive
---thert-call Linda Drake,
• 753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details: _Be reedy JA,Li,_
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0161 or
• --
753-7531:
THINKING OF SPRING? --
----Why not start planning- -
now for that home on the
_lake. We have just listed
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores, only
10 miles from Murray.
Both are year:round
homes on beautiful
woodeeily lots. Take ad-
vantag‘ of-early settoon_,
prices andiet us tell you






SELL? If you've been
'thinking of selling, why




from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
real estate so let us




make buying and selling





" Pr oiPSIlinna Fear"
,Wlth The Frividl Tourh-
We have that Mini-
farm you've been
*siting ft on .Hwy.
1928. Perimeter fen-


















' Prof essio7u7 Services
With The Frii-ndlyr Touch"
CHIC-ELEGANT-SP-
ACIOUS...This 4,000
sq. Ft. home has it all:
Entry hall, living
room, dining room, 4
hugh bedroom's, I%
baths and rec. gaom. 2
acres. Let us Stow you -
this Country Estate
Today. Boyd Majors
















Plessed end ready. Up to 12 k 24. Ahe bent style, offices, cettepes,
Reel& been stales. end pities, sr V-WILD, precut ceaselessly ready
N sessoble up te 24x 6t filifiWirest fir lass.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BULLIIINIIS.
i ff you do. then yOu should check into what the'1/4-,,-40rited States AS Farce has to offer `foul OW.- i.  11)0110 than 140 jotn in the Air Force cOrIPSW .11101CII ... ?Tarty at some of the finest tecriniES .
_ schools in the: nation... an excellent sakiry.. .
-the oaporturity to work toward your ossociata
-._.0e0ree ttx<asgh the COthrns114-Colec'e of the
At Force ... on-the-job .experience ..
'30 clays of paid yaccrison a.
year ... want:twit:IA assign.
• a--anenti ... medical core.;
dental-care ...Fius much .
more. -
, . OVICk d out for vcarseif
bY CONCIcItrip ' -




NEED A COLLEGE BREAK?
4014a
h. 111111S.... lief - risqii
!' :msa:. o; 
,7011:4:11/Iatr:-1%-
‘, - ' ":seisti. ci.;
' ahe 11 Froy,E
:..:....7.,.0sv "- , -
Ah 1 1 111111117a"""dilleFr ". 1, • • 0.416 r
T
.
SGT REIDY D. HEiti1AMDEZ 442-2426
ill
21(221L4__A:,
A oreer way em0 We '
...•
filluilisios of the lets Ms. Freak Henry located 3 sal. west if Cagle, .top. a 5 la emit elf Ilieltlisen, Ky. on Hwy. 94 next door ta Curikes Grocery.
GlASSINAIIS
Plakailepression,hob knob items, crantieri-y pitchers, cut glass etched bowls. cobalt items. I blue fastest1=4, Jaen= linutireties islatters, rid glass vases. pink sake plates, large St %mall preservespan Maw Irish bowls, pink footed bowls, 45 pr Warwick chips pet-Um f II.
depresitidessdp.dbh, white milk glair items, !Afton china, Nunn's. Avon gf Ritter bottles. 6 Nmom peinssayssgwnss,trotreryRoyal china. Ilmoge china, Rub'. Red glaases. 40 green Jars, crock wares,colored brulstors, Ildi 
wars
• 111: 111 bile lamps, hero. wall lamps, milk glass kern Aladdin lamp, table & floor lamps, lanterns.
kern lamp w/ruby red shade &stating% awing kern lamp w/floral pattern shade prisons.
Cat/CURB





Saturday, April I. 1176 1011.
oink, 1 gal kern rusts, shriek basket, Anaoipgie7.6.-intion& wool bats, hammy maker Coca Cola thermometer, wood fbrit tub, corn grader, ant*end, art, orgalillimitw/bell k claw foot,,granet collinders pans
111/0111WAINS
bog.irona, collection MU% Oneida Net, implement seats. 2 sausage mIlla, milk caruy, hay needle. crowsa* aim porn sheller, muffin rine pens. kettles. row bells, cotton wales, hay basks, Rebores Washingtonportaialn wiled cook dove w/raservoir
. RNENIUMI '
' Burl walnut dresser /nruirble top side candle heidersliairre boxes, Burke& aide bniant w/mirror 'whitedining lade, Sal asb c5s Bipi oak vanity è Alm, 411111211 & claw foot, cherry chest, oakrug loan (1 yolL ) iallindite Mk chiffefobe, MIII*111111y1k111 BWI's eye dreamer w/onarhsa tap,spiral beck redeye*, detisr abetuui. 3 will we= Iliskisi WO bed stead, whit;cedar chid, oval & eselieset pisibte blows 
lad 
hot rzerrieii. I nuotchinochoir's/lapel seat, splist WOO chairs. lees Mho . large oak riven beton& beck maw, p,,,tei. 514 v&pised soupy bed w/ on*Illtlirn. atm & uphonteted rockers, csbirtiosillaease, Speed tap trunks, sibisell. tinssultreike console TV , 2 pr living rm suite, metal klbilliollesil. 2weal reps, 5 eels boil *dive. LP Ise bailor w/biewly • thermostat, i kitchen cabinets, patialirbsee.
'saw kdkollt11111111c411lbss.de„- • .- -,-,.- --e- __ r7-7.."77... . .. ,iiVg.4.40.1115011."
hei4is, 3 'se. dasters, 2 elves fans, Weals sewing machine, I eye kno. stove: nanciaa
'




























































by the Fatten Janie* Chine le spend the die ,
111W. 
stow' in. Ainloy Auction I Realty Solos -I.-pultsay TR.
pi


















































































ALL TYPES backhoe and,
ED PROPERTY • TWO BEDROOM 
BY OWNER, 3Thedroom -
septic tank work. Field
Seel a lot for multiple 
house for sale by owlierl Near MSU. Priced in _ blaek, power and air.
1994 FORD Ranger truck,
"BroCUTLA.ugham. 
supreme WT
Wrra IR! wet MbEsigleTm?enWtse.D R-4 or, B-2? brick home for sale. We lines installed, 28-
dry, work completely
Call 753-0858. mid 30's. Catf-after 5 Sharp' Call 753-7791
. $6800. Call 753-5764. y.ear.t......„Expecience,
_troit store, row] wes, _ TIIRE_L_SED.RO_M__ 
.m. 753-9'751.
1873 .P1NTO,,.$1095. 1803 FOR SALE: Ind write- Morgan • Cow ,,,-
" • • -housing? Need property guaranteed. Ball or Licensed- through Health
for offices, restaurant,
i or consumer services? 
-britk home, living room 
Cdirege-niill-Rd.  - ptlievrickplrerp.-10141thee-power  a,i'-r -11Intetillt% Co.,. Rellater-c. 
Department. Call Rex
We have listed properly' 
CAMp, 753-5933.
dining room, tft0en, 1971 500 CC Kawasaki 
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
zoned- properities 
den, utility room. Rath good shape. Plus 
air. CAW 4*.27•11. • 42001. Phone day or
. respential and half. Call 753-6402 helmet. $675. Call 753- 
. . night 442-7026.
located north, south,
east for these permitted 
1969 MODEL JLes ' in , the weekdays after 4 and 7869.
i with 100 ft. uses. Call us today 1844 days. 
grand Prix. Fun power,oice of faiir weekends anytime. 753-
1976 HARLEY Davidson 49118 CHEVROLET truck Call 753-1335 after 5.
on OS-641 Loretta _Jobs Relators, .  Liberty Edition. Call., for sale. 1949. Ford 
: lot is more 753-1492. FOR SALE THREE ._ 753-057°-after 5.
in ii-Cri.-Call
REALTY, ''''""ill;a Al i 0 R. kitchen and den w
ith 175 KAWASAKI trail
, • bedroom, , comb-Mallon  
tractor with dist; plow i 1965 CHEVY Impala
753-6749 ciaits... ' mtlrarevecrtiar
bfloer,
4327collVect-torA.
. -- and moWeritIrstdc Call-'
153-0774. _ fireplace, 2 baths, living 
bike. $375. Excellent 67,000 honest miles.
...._ _ 
*
--iii6iii,..--iiiige, CenTral - --eendiSitea---Can--4324432- -MT- ' ciirraotrT - $1,500' firm- - Serious
inquires only, please.
Power 'brakes - and Call 753-3009-*fter 5 p.m.
steering. V-8 automatic, , : 
12;000 iniles. Call 753-4 1972 TOYOTA Celiosi. '
5170. Low mileage.. New tires.
Call 756P1149.. -
PAGE US TN MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & nmis, Wodoesary, Apt 5, 197$
.•••• oat.
C:31Li-.4316.1-1E'I







































South 12th at Sycamotis
TELEPHONE 7534851
44 tots For Sate
heat and air • na 1 
.
itts:,_ _largo-I-Lou=- MOTORCYCLE. PARTS
__Ilagwell Manor Sub- 
Center, 307 N. 4th St. 759-
and Service
storage'. 808 Broad, SuPPIY
division. Coil .73347r7 or 1919. Motorcycle sat-
-753-0112. - • . 
vice. All parts and labor
CORNER LOT 1/2 acre 
- .---- ' guaranteed. 1975 FOUR WHEEL drive
mond Fureat_tall..7_14ez_gavEN ROOM 19g6 TRiumpH .„ .656.___ 4aappickup. With topper
;75341019. . _ home with IltilitY and .:- Bonneville. . rodent ,. 
and new tires. 48,000
---'' • Illi*K -C akr feet witlx.t.. vandatien, 6740743eli.3pg- . -miles. Pric_ectIt....P291 .._
WILDING Lo'r. 1,Ylul many boilt-Ins.,:_  range. 7aGfk • Call 4374211,  
' 2 miles,Orove Highviay, refrigeratiir, disPosal, 
50 Campers
:Out. 140' g .180'. Price bookcase. Located in 
49. Used Cars & Trucks INTKANATIONAL • MS
:mid_ I -, Call 753-2523. quiet neighborhood. 1628 1974 CHEVROLET Tanduziteirs sisatirsk -_ PICKUP TOPPERS.- LICENSED ELEC-
Farmer Ave. Priced in pickup Custom 10. _ 14 foot Rogers box. $149.95 • up 7 Whites „TRICAN and gas in-
mid 20's Call 75'3-8726. ' straight transmission,-:-----$5,00OT-- Telite DIIIIr-raiiiii4-r- Sales-, East 94-Itallation -will do .
BY OWNER-75' acre . 
33,000 miles. Sharp, 759-1739. Highway .toward phimbh iptrii8 arid
farm, 7 room house with HOUSE AND LOT, 735 
$2450. 1976 Ford Custom  Kenlake, Murray, KY. sewer cleaning_ Call 753-
3 bedrooms, utility room .Vine Street, three 
van many factory op- 1976 FORD ELITE, 24,000 Call 753-0605. - '7203.
and enclosed. back • bedroom. Also at P
ine tions, 18,000 miles, miles, extra clean. Fully-
porch. 1 mile west Of Bluff Shores, 2 bedroom 
customized for family equipped. AM-FM
be xter. Two stock mobile home with 2 lots. 
vidtlale, $7500. 1964 . stereo radio. Call 759-
-- !nirns, milk barn, smoke ...Ea/1353-8669, • . 
Crikvair_needs• pal nti.*.i, 1.4428.after 5. -
house, chicken hOuse.
$550. 1975 Honda-CR-1216-1:-,.._-_,
- --- COUNTY EST. ATILLity----- 200 miles, $350. adian•--.-1,fat DODGE Polars, 4'All under fence.
$100,001K-2tali - mink ' -; conveniences- 2-Milles -- i 6202 after 6 p.us
.--:-__.,-,:,-,•--- - --door hardtop. Air,-power
between 2:30 p.m:* -. 10 
,.......90e. ..zstbreakeresin_graa5ndcallpow75e;from city -limits 3.3
p.m. • • ' acres of Privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful 
1563 MUSTANG,
. owner, 780 miles.... 1231.=-- 
- kat o in Olr- trio - --wooded park area, barn • - a ---- :
ROUSE FOR SALE o. • suitable -for horses, shop ------1116jaai°,1,-Y
4k-eali-750--- 11W2CADILLAC Sedan fle--- sy
. .
ti-one acre lot. Located Orr _ and storage building, 
4045. 
 • 7 /The ' - lAir• milalge, --c---13014 - General home
'High*ay .94 East, only • • large l bedroom house,
-- 'One mile from the lake.  fully Carpeted lets of
- :Two bedrooms, separate . closets -and cabinets.
. •dining room, Franklin - Contractor will expand
fireplace, and- attach,:__to 3 or 4 bedroona to your Will trade for good 
crier, caeitxce7 e
garage. New 1 y specifications w--a-------
bumper for sale. Call •.1.;- ,„„„ r,i w.. ,,,,, '..4,.„‘,..,
„ , dition. . ..
now. Call Sears .753-2310
pickup. 1973 Malibu rear  FENCE SALES at Sears
decorated. Call 474-2330 • commitment- Priced in
• gaiter 4 pis. -_-_-:-- _ - • low 40's. Cali- 753-9850. 388_96n... ... _ _ . - • . 
Aims ...La.. 1 irturkup • • • ..."- • -. for tree estimates tor
• . 6 ._eylinder, your needs. • •
%Tar-ERN KY. Travel
2' Ott TOUR septYC tank
and backhoe work needs.
Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John Lane.









rocked and graded. Free,,..
estimates. Also have
decorative rock and rip
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Rollt-e-138-anct-t-247----1)-~---Call---C-WL,_,______
Cadiz, Ky: Call 502-522-- ttarn'"v".. "a-41" ancy
8507. 4 p. M. 
_
45. Farms For Sale
WILL HAUL driveway
white rock, lime, sand,
decorttive rock. Also
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
,Call Roger Hudson, 755.. -CONCRET FINISHING.
4545 or 753-6763. Patios, driveways, etc.
753-0659„
WILL DO BABYSITTING  
in my home. Any age.
Call 437-4218. _ _
46. Homes For Sale
1111=11111r 46 Homes For Sale 46. Homes For Sale
•
47 141c,tcHeyt.les
49 Used Cars & liucks
1977 FIITV.ABiti Salon,
18,000 miles. Loaded.





pop up and toppers. Both
new and used. We-




cflEvy spatial. ran , excellent condition. Call " 17 remodeling, training,
753-0613. ' 7534566. • ' - 
_ 
alumin -siding: um ng and
_ 
, gutters. Call 1-354-8951
1971 CHEVROLET Van. 1974 COrvR°LET, . or 1-362-4895. -•
CAROM%JL
406 Sunbury Circle





In Shop. Spraying of Ygd Fenifee-Sbvflon
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too Large or Too Small
We Are Fully insured
GLIDDEN !ANT




Power brake's. Dood----_ Can 751.4goe ke come by
enrolttion. Aims t ovr 1616 
8fluer:rme •
Band police scanner.-
Call after 7, 436-2240. 1975 CHEVROLET, _4
wheel drive. 1976 Ford 4-




1975 GMC piclup, new
•'• tires. Call 753-4034.
tiornbecik's Barber Shop
.OPIMWEEIDAYS
*House  •Ho_s_pitat-r. IL, CLOD ON THURSDAYS
Fri & Sat S-2:30 - • calls
• -*Hair Cuts •Shaves
399 Walnut Street. -
Call this-number after 5:00 to assure'
prompt service nest day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
LAND AUCTION! -
35 ACRES WITH TWO BEDROOM FRAME DWELLING AND TWO OUTSIDE STORAGE BUILDINGS
Saturday, April 15, 191$- 10:00 a.m.
sof. will be held on the premises. Located 1/2 miles South off Hwy. 50 [.4/10 unites West es skylsulusb•10
Reed. ,/
This fine Real Estate is centrally located and 8 miles from Ky. Lake, 3 miles from Hardin, II miles from
Benton, 11 miles from Murray, 18 miles Hot from Mayfield, Ky.
This is a beautiful older farm house, reasideied 5 yrs. . large 111' all' bytes room carpeted arab Hardwood
muted hearth. both painted k paiaLwaliskr _Al5 1ri 15* kit*. iria maw eye level oven
fireplace with
with brick effect wall, 2 bedroom' Ma abaft digt,,. Ma elk -01.11r fiztiwak11111/0111111 attached car-
port with insulated donde room. • • ,.. , - - -
•-,- Thu property itasa lrellmilialte stocked wilklitihsidodikihrwaterdepda 12' at aprig Weil *WNW tw ripeetiodle webarboaergible . -
some fence and eq oboe. Trailer Thpad WWI emploletweMlebeellep. is hi in ideal piede to Mini or ramie wits wow.
Ins rural JeWing *pie* you set for yowl.. . -
, ..,' • • -
12 folding chairs, lawn mower, 300 lbs mediae clay, cbifferobe. 1 chest of drawers, orange velvet doable head bed, 2 haeal nude antique
hickory cane woven beds (full and half Matt with matching table and lamp, refrigerator (electric), gas stove Many small items
NOTE We will have • representative on the grounds for yoir inspection and conveniences on Thursday, April 13, froth 1 00 p to, to 5 00 pm
Make plans now for you and yaw Mises to attend this Auction Sale
Per further inforMation ,antact _
-;;Alnley Auction I Realty Sates




. 1111-47162N1 & 471-3/13
' • REASON FOR SELLING: portiere
Selling MI traria thew tweSehela Tracts are *pros Nisei, big will be/armed by Sellers after sold. ,
• ....Inset Mo. 5‘.- MO z Mewls leatsait
lead No fl -310 371 equal s110,7311s/f
Tractfte. 7 - ?LIR le squab 30,11111/1
Traci 140 • Warms Mid sores .
'Traci No 1-111s111/ 'maks WAIN s/f
Tract No 2 - 111 it ?SO equals 19,000 sit
Vert No 3 -300 ilIl equals 32,203 s/f
Tract No 4 - r 130 equals 11,000 a/f
Marvin 4 Frances Elam
Mardi., Ky. (562) 437-4733
tonir TSta ProPPrtY will flown Preridiera Inserted in wich *tad W 
nerlo have equal shares, privileges and responsibilities in this 3
acre lake
- Duet' miss this opportunity to buy des prime lanaTileal
 for subdhrhilen or farming




. continuous gutters in-
stalled .
specificaticas. Call
Sears 753-2210 for free
- estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
, these high heat and




Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales and ser-



















in 'my home. Call 753-
0684.
TREES
- • - --shrubbery cut
DO YOU need stony' trimmed? Call George
removed from your yard • Landolt, 753-4707.
Pc land cleared of-
stumps? We can resnove
stumps up to 2.4"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust anci chips.
Cal/ foi* free Estimate,












GUTHPIE RD PARIS TENt'<
A GOOD PLACE TO
RELAX
"um Curtis Mathes-
014 ii.•04••rw• TOIOVION1.11 







Seemesh ,0•11 Colorl '
This has year sensor hmiag that other companies
are speeding millions advertising - (with es you get
it for free!)
*Our son Barry is an expert on repairing
the Curtis Mathes Tes - he has been trained
by Curtis Mathes to service them.
Curtis Mathes
" is the only Tv Manufactured with
enough quality built in, to give their
customers a...
- _full Four Year Warranty
"We Service What We Sell
• TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
WANT -TO MOW yards
South of SYcamore,
West of 12th Street. Call
after 3:30, 753-7190.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall












.. impair Your boat dock,
- <Walkway-, etc Shoreline
Dredging and Plsso,,
DSc. Call 430461f: -
1110BiLE HOME AN- ,
-VMS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed Call Jack






























Call for free astimistais - 7M-




FREE ONE YEAR old
grey tiger striped '




FREE Las. week  -
. female. puppy. Black
with: foin white pima-
and. White chest. Has
had temporary...-
distemper shot. Very
healthy and cuddly. Call
753-3994 after 5:90 pm.
FREE six month old
spayed - female dog.
- arid - 
had distemper shot.- --
Very gentle and af-
*Iectisnate. Will make an.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE













• AM, FM•MPX 8-Track „
• Full-Soe.1Speed Changer with
Cue, Pause and System Shut-Oil'
• Front Panel' Stereophone Jack,
• Program -Setechon and Stereo
Indicators
• Automatic e and Manual Prowa,
• Oust Cover
Cassette Nieltesiortiers




$ Track with AM/F.. M Radio
'49"
'29"
Many Odds &-Ends of Merchandise at
Give Away Prices!
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center - 753-5865















C,entral khopping Center -We Service What WiSeir
Amor 
--No. EIPPF — 1 -7.1fV1 ovrrail, flext
stainli.,, leather wnel belt loop *Path,




































































































































































said in a let
of the LRC
